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Dr. Ruth To Speak Sexually At Commencement
by Manny
Early this morning it was revealed that this year's commencement speaker will be Dr. Ruth
Westheimer. The University Council, in a press release, stated that
"Dr. Ruth was chosen due to her
neutral stand on most issues and
wide recognition on the part of the
student body."
You may recall that Dr. Ruth
stars on Sexually Speaking, a
weekly radio talk show on WYNY
radio. This reporter was able to
obtain an exclusive interview with
her, and learned that she will
begin the events on June 12 with a

short statement on birth control,
followed by questions from the
graduates and their parents.
"Commencement veddy important to you," stated Dr. Ruth, "ya
must be veddy vor it." A highranking Jesuit in the Fairfield administration suggested Dr. Ruth,
after speaking to her about a
"problem" which he would not
reveal to the MIRROR.
The choice of Dr. Ruth may have
a reaction just opposite of when
Al Haig spoke here two years ago.
This time it will be the Jesuits
walking out of the ceremony, and
the faculty remaining. In any

event, about her being selected,
Dr. Ruth claims, "Ya vill nevar
regret it, ya ya."
Also released by the university
were the names of the honorary
degree recipients. Mr. Green
Jeans will receive his in Nursing.
According to Dean Potter, "he has
shown a great human compassion
in not ripping the stuffing out of
Bunny or Dancing Bear, who
always upstage him. He doesn't
even have gold buttons like the
Captain."
John Hinkley will be awarded a
doctorate in Law from Dr. Ron
Gorman of the Politics Dept. Ac-

Olympic Competition

The coming of the 1984 Winter
Olympics brings with it a new and
exciting, unheard of and wildly
erotic event. I'm speaking, of
course, about the sexual competition.
This new event, four years in the
making, is presently undergoing a
series of exhausting and thorough
trials. The athletes for the event
must be in top physical condition
and able to withstand the grueling
exercises required for such an
event. The training which is required is intense and often brutal.
In order to qualify for this event,
ten couples had to subject themselves to years of constant training. Their bodies have been tested
for physical endurance and
stamina and only those who proved durable were approved.
In a recent interview, the Russian competitors were quoted to
have said: "We feel secure in our
position and have no doubts that
January will see us the gold
medal." Mariska and Milo
Stavropolitz have been training for
over twenty years since their
meeting in Moscow's Public Intercourse Arena. Inevitably, Russian
children are sent at the age of ten
to perfect their skills in the arena
in anticipation of the competition.
Madame Gigi and Jean
Cousteau, the famous diver, are a
last minute French entry, having
applied and qualified in the record
time span of only one month.
Although not in official training,
the two claim to have had a great
deal of practice. "Of course I have
experience," reported Gigi. "It's
my job." "Amazing," said Judge
Nemo. "I've never seen such
poise, flexibility and stamina."
The Cousteaus are Nemo's pick
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It is iooking extremely optimistic for the nine remaining
couples, however. Besides the
French and Russian couples, the
others will have to compete with
the four Siamese-twin entrants.
The females, sharing a common
breast and the males, connected
at the shoulders will have an interesting time with the bout they
have prepared. Oddly enough, the
song they have selected is entitled "Breaking Up Is Hard To
Do," by Neil Sedaka. We are also
expecting great things from the innovative captains of the American
team, Neil Doun and Ben Dover.
Talking to Mr. Dover about his
strategy he said, "We plan to conserve our energy by remaining in
the rear position for the first part
of the heat and then pull out
ahead just before the final gun
goes off."

Fresh Fruits &
Vegetables
Fresh Made Apple Cider
1900 Black Rock Turnpike
Fairfield

1426 POST ROAD

Finally, Dr. Lorrin Grosswoman

begin your
profession at
White Plains
Hospital
Medical
Center
OPEN HOUSE
Wednesday April 6, 1983
1:00'PM—7:00 PM
Complimentary Salad
and Fruit Bar
Throughout the
Day and Evening.
No Appointment
Necessary.
Just Stop By Any Time.

This should prove to be quite an
interesting commencement, one
that will go down in the books for
Fairfield. According to President
Jellie, "we are only doing what is
best for the students."

One of Westchester's most prestigious
Hospital Centers is ottering

PRECEPTOR
PROGRAM
June, 1983
Apply your professional knowledge
in the Clinical setting with the help
of a Preceptor This is a 4-month
Preceptor Program working with a
knowledgeable RN who is responsible for your initial orientation and
continued development. This program is designed to accommodate
individual needs and progress.
Regular scheduled seminars with
head nurses and a nursing staff.
There is no rotation, with every
other weekend off and work the
same time as your Preceptor Preceptors are accepted in special units.
COMPETITIVE SALARY RANGE

For More Information
Contact:
Kathleen Hayes, RN
Professional Recruiter
(914)681-1100

WHITE PLAINS
HOSPITAL
MEDICAL CENTER

Davis Ave at East Post Rd
White Plains, N.Y. 10601
Equal Opportunity
Employer M/F

Room and Board
plus salary

AFRAID YOU'RE
PREGNANT?
Call Birthright for a
free pregnancy test
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for first place.
According to the Olympic Committee, composed of several experts within the field among
whom are Dr. Ruth Westheimer,
Charro, Alex Comfort, Rula Lenska, and Fr. C. Lebate, the entrees
will be judged for their grace,
physical endurance, rhythm and
creativity. The couples will be asked to select music to accompany
their performance and will be judged on its suitability as well.
One \ disappointment was the
disqualification of the Chinese
couple, Tai Sing and Chee-Ling
Rucko.

Preparations
are
going
smoothly for the event. Everyone
is eagerly awaiting the world
premiere of the sexual competition. The athletes have a few
rough months ahead of them so
we wish them luck. Go to it!

The Marketing Department will
award Tom Carvel a degree also.
Dr. Larry Kavolvo said that Tom
was selected based on his "unique insight into modern marketing
techniques, and for his whale
which he make popular in the
Carvel commercials."

revealed that Crazy Eddie is to get
a doctorate in Fine Arts from Fairfield. "He has paved the way in
such areas as video recording,
telephones for rock-bottom
prices, and stereos to listen to
music tapes on," claimed Dr.
Grosswoman. When asked to
comment on this, Crazy Eddie
replied, "It's insane!"

NURSES RN'S-GN'S

Indoor Sports
Staff Writer

cording to Dr. Gorman, "John is a
remarkable inspiration to us all in
his participation in the government and by being such a great activist." Mr. Hinkley will be
granted parole for a day to attend
the event.

372-2777 !2M"

CLASS
FOR QUICK PRINTING
Flyers
Term Papers
Tickets
Typing Service
Resumes
Et Cetera
1136 Post Road
Fairfield, Conn. 06430
Telephone: (203) 255-3506

in exchange for some child
care
and
some
light
household assistance. One
4-year-old boy. East Westport
home.
Transportation
available. Private, newlydecorated room and bath. No
smoking. Salary dependent on
hours and responsibilities.
Begin now or during summer.
Please call 254-1722.

JOHN E. PERHAM
GUILD OPTICIAN

"BRICK WALK"
1275 POST ROAD
FAIRFIELD, CONN. 06430
OPP. POST OFFICE
(203) 255 360b

al's place
Quarter Drafts Every
Monday & Thursday Nights
9 p.m.-12 p.m.
"Tuesday Night At The Movies"
Every Tuesday night at 9:30 p.m. we present
a FREE full-length, uncut feature movie!
April's Schedule:
April 5-Happy Birthday to Me
April 12-Deathwish
April 19-Death Wish II
April 26-Humanoids from the Deep
Present this ad during any of this month's
movies and get a FREE LARGE DRAFT ON US
(one per customer) please
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Buzzards At Hinckley
A Religious Experience
by Sheri Montei
Graphics Editor and
Lucia M. Mercurio
Arts and Entertainment Editor
While other Fairfield students
were doing boring things over
their Spring Break like iying in the
sun on a Florida beach, we were
re-living a legend.

For us, Bermuda, Nassau, Fort
Lauderdale or Myrtle Beach just
couldn't match up to the exciting,
the one and only, Hinckley, Ohio.
Hinckley isn't one of our run-ofthe-mill tourist attractions. Not only does it have a McDonald's and a
Dairy Queen, but it has buzzards.
We, the Cult of the Buzzards,

made our faithful pilgrimage to
Hinckley Ridge led by our Spiritual
Guide and guru Albertus Benitus.
' Buzzards may not be for everyone,
but for a certain Religious Studies
professor they're the best thing
since rum raisin ice cream.
For those of you ignorant of the
true significance of our quest, we
will explain the history of the
legend. For 150 years, March 15
has been hailed as a town holiday
complete with pomp, circumstance, boy scout parade and twohour lunches. This is the day that
makes people proud to call Hinck.dy, home. This is the day the Buzzards return.
Arriving weary from our long
journey, we learned that we came
in the nick of time. The radar
equipment in our Buzzard Van
notified us that their arrival was
imminent. With a screech of the
wheels, we were off to the cliffs
and caverns of Hinckley Ridge to
witness this spectacular event.
We elbowed our way through
the throngs of ornithologists,
radio announcers, reporters, local
historians and 9,000 Ohioans, vying for the best spot on the viewing platform. We waited breathlessly until far in the distance we
heard the musical beating of 75
pairs of six-foot wings. It was a
religious experience.
Tears of joy mingled with
screams of rapture as the flock
made their landing. To our left,three old women fainted from the
excitement.

ryPlCfll'CULT Of THEWZZWS' MEMBER

Once the majestic Buzzards had
settled in, they were honored by a
playing of "God Bless America"

Jesuits Join Religious Cult
by Debra A. Estock
Staff Writer
In a surprising move which stunned administrators and faculty
members alike, the University's
entire Jesuit faculty have left their
teaching posts to join a newly
formed religious cult.
Reverend Christopher Mooney,
S.J., formerly the Academic VicePresident, has proclaimed himself
the leader of this new cultic group.
He was quoted as saying, "Why be
only a follower, when you can be
the leader instead."
Fr. Mooney said in an interview
that he had originally intended to
name the group after himself, and
he was very disappointed when Fr.
Vincent Burns of Religious
Studies, told him there already
was a religious group known as
the "Moonies."
"I had to pick another name, so I
decided to call my group the

'United Church of the Sons of
God,' or Sunnies for short," Fr.
Mooney said.
He further explained that he
came upon that idea, when it was
mystically revealed to him in a vision.
"One night, while I was gazing
out the window of the Jesuit
residence, I saw in the moonlight
the figure of Jesus Christ (a.k.a.
the Son of God), walking across
the water of Bellarmine Pond. It
was a truly amazing sight," exclaimed Fr. Mooney. "Right then
and there I knew that God was trying to tell me something."
Acknowledging that he was
God's appointed prophet on earth,
Fr. Mooney felt that he had to
spread the word of his fantastic
revelation, and he stated that he
had no trouble convincing the
other Jesuit members to join him
in this religious quest.

Fr. Quas E. Modo leaves Fairfield University for the last time. Fr. Modo was fired
when the University decided not to have class bells anymore.
[Photo by Vinny DeAngelis]

Fr. Kelley, the University President was reportedly in a state of
shock over this unusual occurrence and too speechless to comment. But the former Jesuits, who
are now called "Brothers of the
Sons of God," on the other hand
seemed quite eager to comment
on their reasons for leaving the
Jesuit order.
Br. Scully, formerly of the Math
Department stated: "Math was getting to be very boring and I needed
a change, a new direction in my
life and I believe now that I have
found it. Finally, I don't have to
wear black anymore."
Br. McGrath stated that he was
interested in the psychological
aspects of the cult experience and
he plans on studying the effects it
has on the other members of the
group.
Br. Costello, who had been in
the History Department was
elated. He said, "Now that I have
no teaching obligations, it will
give me more time to play racquetball."
Br. Devine said at first, he was
hesitant to join, but he readily
agreed when he was put in charge
of the church funding and
finances. For his initial fundraising effort, he plans on bottling the
water in the pond and selling it as
a spiritual elixir to underage
freshmen.
Fr. Mooney said that each
brother could choose the daily
routine which suited them best,
but each night they were required
to attend a candlelight service
around the pond. Through chanting and meditation, they will attempt to reproduce the mystical
experience that first inspired him.
Upon hearing of this development, Dr. Alfred Benney of the
Religious Studies department and
a foremost authority on religious
cults, was busily.planning a full.scale investigation into this new
phenomenon.

Before and After:
Gentlemen's Quarterly has conducted a make-over on Fr. Kelley. The
Prince Valiant look is tres chic for Spring '83. [Photo by Ellen Dougherty]

Rise And Fall Of
Campion Empire
by David M. Rothbard
Staff Writer
Incidents of dorm damage are at
an all time high this year with
several of the dorms completely
demolished, according to Phyliss
Fitzpatrick, Student Residence
Director.
"I have never seen anything like
this in my entire life," stated Fitzpatrick while rummaging through
the rubble that was once Campion
dorm. "We have had a lot of dorm
damage in Campion before," she
asserted, "but never anything that
compares to this."
The cost for damage on Campion II was more than $900 for two
months last year but now the bill
has risen to over $57,000.
Administrators are making
plans to accommodate those
students who no longer have a

and a special dramatic reading of
a poem written especially for
them. "The Buzzards of Hinckley"
by Joe Newman. Our hearts
pounded as the first, touching
stanza crackled over the PA
system.
"The Buzzards of Hinckley
Are back on their ledges,
All ugly and wrinkly,
Their eyes glowing pinkly,
They perch on the hedges,

uuim £G steep in uui one Student
Residence staff member said that
plans were being made to ship all
of Campion ll's residents to a
southern prison labor camp.
When asked why there was so
much destruction in their dorm,
one Campion resident stated, "We
were all pretty well gone and setting fire to the building after calling in a wrecking ball seemed like
the thing to do."
President Kelley was unavailable for comment but a spokesman for his office said that he is
not aware of the problem as of yet.
"We can't seem to locate him," he
affirmed.
Jim Maher, Campion ll's Resident Advisor stated, "I guess they
thought it was cool to bring the
building down to its foundation,
but maybe having two RA's on the
floor when it is rebuilt might
ameliorate the situation."
Their feathers unruly,
Their beaks dripping cruelly,
Repulsive and droolly,
Their claws bloody wedges
With flesh on the edges!..."
After the excitement of the morning we all were treated to the annual Buzzard Breakfast. There was
a feeling of camaraderie and
mystical joy among us knowing
that the Buzzards were safely back
in Hinckley.

NOW IS THE TIME TO GET

The G.W. Post
Summer
1983
Bulletin
More than 1200 undergraduate
and graduate courses, intensive
institutes and workshops,
Festival of the Arts, (workshops,
master classes, performances)

DAY and EVENING SESSIONS
begin May 16, June 20, 27, July 25, Aug. 1

WEEKEND COLLEGE CLASSES
begin June 25, 26, July 9 & 10
TO GET TOUR COPT,
phone (816) 299-2431 or mail coupon today.

Summer courses are
also available at
Suffolk Branch
Campus,
Brentwood, L.I.
(516) 273-5112

Summer Session Office
LONG ISLAND UNIVERSITY

c.w. post center

GREENVALE, NEW YORK 11548

An Equal Opportunity / Affirmative Action Institution

Please send me the Summer 1983 Bulletin
For Information about
Summer Sessions at
other Long Island
University Centers,
call Brooklyn Center
(212) 834-1446;
Southampton College
(5'l6j 283-4000.

Campus Desired
Name
Address
City, State, Sip

J
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Bankey Arrested
for Embezzlement
by Sweetie
"It was a sly operation. I still
can't believe it went on right
beneath our noses," stated James
Fitzpatrick, campus center coordinator, after the arrest and arraignment of Fairfield's Bankey for
embezzling school funds last Friday.
Officials requested a search be
done from Connecticut Bank and
Trust because of student complaints that the Bankey was running out of money, and that their
accounts were dwindling faster
than their personal records showed.
CBT found the complaints to be
valid and began an investigation
into the affair with the help of
Fairfield Security. "It was tough
tracking down the culprit, but
once we found him, we cornered
him and he gave up without a hassle," stated one security guard.
Apparently the machine crossed its own wires and transistors
so that it began to register that no
money was available when in actuality $5,000 was in storage with
the machine. Also the Bankey was
keeping two sets of records. One
set gave students the correct

amount in the account while the
other account showed a balance
of $62,354.
According to bank executive
vice president John Flaherty, the
investigation was prolonged due
to unforeseen difficulties. "Obviously the machine knew what it
was doing," stated Flaherty,
"because it turned off the hidden
camera, which, as everyone
knows, is placed behind the dopey
mirror to the left of the Bankey."
John Hickson, vice president of
finance at Fairfield, commented,
"It was always a trustworthy
machine, well liked by its counterparts in the game room, and all in
all a very quiet automatic teller. It
shocked me when I heard the
news."
At the moment evidence is
abundant but the machine won't
relinquish the embezzled funds
and it looks as if a lengthy trial
will ensue because of the problem.
When asked what the university
will do about replacing the
machines, Fr. Kelley stated, "I
dunno?! We've tried humans and
machines. I think we'll have to
resort to using one of our Jesuit
fathers next."

Hungry? Try "Insatiable"
by David M. Rothbard
Staff Writer
As a true aficionado of skin
flicks, I must say the Godfrey
Daniels' "Insatiable" is one of the
best erotic films I have ever enjoyed.
In this porn production, which is
one of the first million-dollar
X-rated extravaganzas, Marilyn
Chambers (Yes, the Ivory Snow
baby of 30 years ago), one of the
most sensuous performers working in this field today, skillfully
portrays model Sandra Chase and
gives a fiery performance. The film
is loaded with wall-to-wall sex but
it's so well integrated into the
storyline that it seems very
natural and unrehearsed.
The story is set in London on
the scenic country estate of the
rich model. It traces the life of
SanHra from the time she was in-

troduced into womanhood by her
father's gardener on the billiards
table to her seduction of Arty
Goldberg the delivery boy in her
$90,000 Ferrari.
The musical score is superb
and there is a flowing continuity
to the story line. Although this
carnal epic could have used a few
more dynamic camera angles and
perhaps another menage a trois,
this chronicle is a pleasing assortment of fleshy fantasies presented in a frank, vivid style.
I must suggest viewing this in
the privacy of one's own home.
Having a private screening allows
you the privacy you may need.
The ending is not a surprise and
doesn't leave us with much hope.
After all, if Johnny Holmes can't
satistfy her, I don't know if anyone
can. This film though is a must for
viewers young and old.

Fairfield security arrests the Bankey on charges of alleged embezzlement. The
Bankey's pet population of cats were also taken into custody, but will be donated to
the humane society upon arraignment.
photo by Vincent DeAngelis

Fairfield Beach Gets
$3,000,000 Face Lift
by Deirdre Hagan
Staff Writer
Fairfield University announced
yesterday that $3,000,000 in alumni donations will be tunneled into
the complete renovation of the
beach.
"Fairfield University beach
residents have been getting the
short end of the stick ever since
the townhouses were erected,"
states Schimpf, dean of students.
"I've been getting a lot of flak
about the changes in the shuttle
service. My popularity was declining, and I didn't like that one bit.
Hopefully with the allocation of
several millions of dollars towards
the improvement of beach life, the
students will again think I'm a
great guy." The hard part, states
Schimpf, was getting approval
from Rev. Alyosius Kelley, a
gungho townhouse resident. But
when interviewed, Kelley was
thumbs up. "I have always been a
big bikini watcher, and have never
doubted the importance of Fairfield beach life.,1 say, go for it! I
hope the changes will be beneficial to the university, the students,
the town, and my weekend social
life."
"We are changing the whole atmosphere of the place," comfirmed a Naut bartender. "The first
thing to change will be the name.
It'll now be La Nautilus Cafe a
Cote de la Mer. Several other

changes will be their policies.
Black Tie only. Reservations will
be accepted up until 6:00. After
that, students can take their
chances at getting a table near
the kitchen. Prices, though still
reasonable, will go up. But we are
offering specials. On Thursday
nights we'll have quarter liqueurs.
On Tuesday nights, ballroom dan-'
cing. The Naut will now adopt the
system the library now has. The
sterling silver pitchers will be protected with the zebra system."
The next step in renovating is
installing an 18 hole golf course
on the point. The course will extend from the parking lot, over the
deck, to the lighthouse. The Fairfield Association of Landlords are
excited about the prospect.
"Golfing is what we need to draw
more students to the beach. We'd
like to thank the Fairfield and Holy
Cross Rugby teams for ripping
down the $2,000 flagpole. Besides, we were sick and tired of
getting up at 6:00 a.m. to raise the
flag. The only real setback to the
plan is high tide. But a solution
may be forthcoming. At certain
times in the day, it will change into
a nine hole course."
A university limousine service,
and video game installation in all
of the houses will be next on the
agenda. The limo service will
eliminate the shuttle. Students
will be picked up at anytime they
wish. The limo is just a phone call

away.
Other improvements, a six story
parking garage with reserved
spots, an Olympic size swimming
pool at the end of Fairfield Beach
Road, paddle tennis behind The
Other Corner with help keep the
students occupied during school
hours. "I was thinking of getting a
part-time job to fill up my spare
time," claims Megan Devaney, a
long time, beach resident. "But if
they do what they plan to do, I just
might give up that silly idea."
Townhouse residents are up in
arms. They claim that the beach
residents pouted their way
through the entire year. "It's
disgusting. They've been acting
like spoiled brats. Ever since Fairfield gave birth to the townhouses, the beach has become
jealous. They would've kept on
making our life misearable until
they got their own way." stated
Eric Lemieux, a disgusted town
house resident. Mario Francesco
Francalangia, a resident of
Townhouse 444, has another attitude. "There is no real big deal.
The plans for renovation will be
implemented June 30, 1983. Next
year's beach resident will enjoy
the simple pleasures of door to
door pina colada service, and free
dry cleaning. Negotiations have
already started to reroute the gulf
stream up east through the Long
Island Sound so that they can
have year round swimming.

Day 5—The Maintenance Strike
Fairfield Held Hostage

by Debbie Nanfeldt
and
Shirley

UBI-ln a desperate effort to end
the five day old maintenance
strike at Fairfield University,
University officials have called in
Arvid Anderson, mediator in the
ongoing Metro North Commuter
Rail strike. Commented Anderson:
"I'm a very busy man these days."
Unprecedented garbage buildup has resulted from this strike as
the stench in the quad spreads
campus wide. Wild packs of
rodents roam freely; viciously attacking the student body as they
wade through the muck to attend
classes. High winter boots are the
fashion craze this Spring at Fairfield.
And in the bathroom high heeled pumps are a practical must to
crunch the booming cockroach
population. It is rumoured that all
Seller's employees will be issued
pumps tomorrow. One manager at
Seller's was overheard to comment, "Good idea, Gail, it's
cheaper than soy bean and the
kids will never know the difference."
Perhaps the most irritating
aspect of this strike is the complete lack of toilet paper on campus. Picketing strikers have closed off all entrances to the University allowing no commercial deliveries of toilet paper. Strikers
have also forcibly searched all
people coming onto the campus,
confiscating all toilet paper and

kleenex on their persons. One student, who wished not to be identified because of the delicate
nature of the situation, commented, "This strike is a pain in
the butt. Paper towels are rough."
In response the infirmary has
received increased shipments of
Preparation H.
Surrounding town residents are
reported to be forming hostile
coalitions against the University.

When asked about these reports
Provost Barone replied, "Not to
my knowledge. Everything's fine."
However, in lieu of numerous
threats from the Board of Health
Provost Barone has had the University phone number changed.
The NEW number is 867-5309.
Fearing that the image of Fairfield is in danger of cracking,
Campion Two has graciously offered their services to the Univer-

sity in this time of need. While
working off their $1200 tab they'll
be making Fairfield beautiful once
more by taking out the garbage to
North Benson Road. Phyliss Fitzpatrick, Student Residence director, was enthusiastic, "I think it's
a marvelous idea. The boys are all
oh so co-operative. I am very
pleased with the progress that's
being made. You know, Fairfield is
a wonderful place to be."

Two unidentified Fairfield students suffering from delicate situations relax amongst
the muck after a long trek back from the infirmary. Thank God for Preparation-H!
photo by Kevin Kumke

The striking maintenance
workers have a list of eight basic
demands:
1. They demand free lunches at
Seilers. In response, over 1,000
students waited in line for the opportunity to offer their meal-ticket
numbers.
2. They demand to be invited to
the President's Circle Dinner with
Father Kelley which is annually
held at Bellarmine Hall. Fr. Kelley
had no comment on this other
than, "I have too much on my
mind at present." He was of
course refering to his new growth
sprout which must be heavy on his
head.
3. They demand season tickets to
all Fencing Club matches.
4. They demand free admittance
and beer at the first ever 'Let's Try
To Be Friends Party' hosted by
F.Y.S.A. and the MIRROR.
5. They demand their version of
Dogwoods —the Dandelions
Dance with that really swinging
band, "B-4".
6 They demand season passes to
the "Evenings of Music" series.
7. They demand a change of
uniforms.
8. Finally they demand back stage
passes to commencement excercises with Dr. Ruth.
"No end is in sight for this
strike, at least not for a couple of
days," Arvid Anderson has revealed to this reporter. He added, "It
might be a good one for Ted Koppel to cover. Day Five-Fairfield
held hostage..."
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Westport Sues
Video Arcade
by David M. Rothbard
Staff Writer

Arnie's Place, a video gameroom in Westport, has been sued by the town for operating over 50 machines,
and thus violating their contract.
[Photo by John Pastorelle]

Graduates Respond To Survey
by Elizabeth Bartus
News Editor
762 students graduated from
Fairfield in 1982. 362 of these
students (45.5% of the class)
responded to a questionnaire sent
to them in December, 1982, by the
Counseling Center. This was the
first such questionnaire administered here. Of those who
responded, 74% are employed.
The survey, aimed solely at
determining exactly what Fairfield's most recent graduates are
doing, revealed 100% placement
for the School of Nursing. The 22
Nursing majors who replied are all
Staff Nurses.
The results showed only 6%
unemployed of the 132 responding
for the School of Business. 86%
of these graduates are employed
in their studied majors, and 8% of
the respondents are in graduate
school. Of the 40 Accounting majors who replied, 38 have jobs, and
two are in graduate school. None
of the Accounting students who
replied are unemployed.
In May, 1982, 439 students
graduated from the College of Arts

and Sciences. 208 from this group
replied to the Counseling Center's
survey. The results show 64%
employed, 28% in graduate
school, and 8% unemployed.
Fr. O'Neil, Director of the
Counseling Center, has positive
feelings about this first year project. According to Fr. O'Neil, "Normally only 30% respond to questionnaires." He is pleased with the
actual response, 47.5%.
The survey was not administered until late in the fall
because O'Neil says, "May to
August is a very important time.
The majority of positions were attained after graduation. O'Neil
believes this is partly due to the
fact that "looking for work is a fulltime job."
O'Neil emphasized that the
survey "was not a scientific questionnaire. I was out to find out
what people are doing." Those
who replied that they are unemployed are receiving information currently from the Counseling
Center to aid them in their job hunting.

"I'll run it (the survey) again this
year, but the results won't be as
good with the economy as it is,"
O'Neil stated. He's already noticing a decline in the number of
graduate school students. He continued, "that's why I'm seeing
more seniors than ever."
O'Neil concluded by confirming
his belief that jobs are available,
but they have to be found. He encourages students to begin career
planing early in their college
years.

For its performance in the 21st
Annual Festival Competition, the
Fairfield Women's Chorale received a bronze medal and praise from
five judges.
The Festival Competition, held

by the Catholic Intercollegiate
Women's Glee Club Association,
took place at Georgian Court College, New Jersey on March 12 and
13. Fairfield's Women's Chorale
was among six participants in the
Competition.
Conducted by their Director,
Carole Ann Coyne-Maxwell, the

Khadjavi Dies At 45
Dr. Abbas Khadjavi, 45, of 2576
Redding Road, an associate professor at Fairfield University,
died Monday. He was a member
of the university faculty since
1970.
Dr. Khadjavi was born in
Tehran, Iran, and earned a
bachelor of science in mathematics at the University of
Wisconsin, followed by graduate
studies at Columbia University
where he received an M.S. and a
Ph.D. in physics and conducted
post doctoral research in
chemistry.
He was a teaching and research assistant at Columbia; a
research fellow at the IBM Watson Laboratory, N.Y.; sehio'r
scientist in quantum electronics

at the Westinghouse Research
Laboratory in Pittsburgh; post
doctoral fellow at the Joint Institute for Laboratory Astrophysics in Boulder, CO., and at
Columbia University; and a
visiting scientist at the IBM Watson Laboratory.
Most of his research was in
atomic and molecular physics
and he also conducted research
dealing with light and color, optical instruments, lasers and
holography.
He is survived by his wife, Dr.
Sunny Finseth Khadjavi; a
daughter, Lily; a brother, Abol
Ghassem Khadjavi of Benicia,
CA., a sister, Mrs. Homa MirFazellag' 'and,' his mother, Mrs.
Khadiyeh GhaTib, Tehran.

Concerning the controversy
over whether video games are
harmful to youth, Kay said, "All of
the information supporting games
comes from authorites while
everything against them comes
from ignorant politicians and
housewives."
"This thing is a personal vendetta against me since they have
been trying to stop me since day
one," he claimed, "and we don't
have more than 50 working at one
time, but even if we did, so what?"
The case is now being heard in
Bridgeport and will continue
through the next few weeks. A
judge is hearing both sides and if
found guilty, Kay could face a fine,
imprisonment, or both.

U. Council Clarifies Credit Stand
by Elizabeth Kline
News Editor
Former F.U.S.A. President,
Michael Bentivegna, submitted
two proposals regarding academic
credit for student leaders to the
University Council during his
term. Confusion and misunderstandjng still surround the issue.
In the March 3 issue of the
MIRROR, the editorial stated,
"Last year, the University Council

Women's Chorale Receives Accolade
by Marguerite Downing
Public Relations Editor

Arnold Kay, proprietor of the
Westport arcade Arnie's Place, is
being sued by the Westport Planning and Zoning commission for a
violation of the court injunction
which prohibitied Kay from operating more than 50 coin-operated
machines at one time.
Assistant Planner William Minor
stated that witnesses have
testified that Kay has had more
than 50 machines working at one
time. "It was determined that based on the number of parking
spaces allocated for the arcade,
he could have one game per space
and thus 50 games working at
once," he said.
Paul Lehman, Public Information Assistant for First Selectman
William Seiden, issued a letter
from Seiden which declared that
Arnie's must be brought to court
on behalf of every business which
complies with Planning and Zoning ordinances. "There was an
open defiance of the law and since
the law is for everyone to obey, a
flagrant violation requires one to
act," he asserted.
The arcade, which is located on
the Post Road East in Westport, is
one of the "classiest" around according to some patrons. Kay affirmed that he hasn't broken the
law but said, "Even if I had broken
it, I would have good reason

because it is an unjust law."
Kay claims that he has been
harassed by the town of Westport
since he began this business and
was refused by the Planning and
Zoning commission three times
for unknown reasons before he
was granted his permit. "There is
no good reason for them to harass
me," he said, "because all of their
reasons are invalid." Kay stated
that his arcade is a good place for
teenagers to socialize and meet
girls, which he said is of primary
importance to young guys. "The
kids can play games and socialize,
and it's a healthy clean and well
supervised operation," he explained.

Fairfield Women's Chorale performed three pieces on the night
of competition. The first song,
"Musiken Klang" by Seth
Kalvisius was sang as a warm up
piece. The second piece,
"Assumpta Est Maria" by Gregor
Aichinger, was required by all
groups to sing as part of their
repertoire. The final piece, "A Far
Island" by Ned Rorem, was Fairfield's chosen competition piece.
After all groups performed, the
judges awarded one silver medal
to Immaculata College and three
bronze medals, one of which was
presented to Fairfield. No gold
medal was awarded.
The Fairfield Women's Chorale
was somewhat disappointed by
the judges' final decision. According to Kate Barth, President of
the Women's Chorale, "We
thought our performance deserved more. We really did a lot better
than they gave us credit for." She
added that after the show "the
judges had many nice things to
say about us. Out of the five
judges there was one who ranked
us poorly which dragged down our
score.
The award-winning Chorale will
be in concert on campus April 8th
'in the Julie Hall Chapel at 7:30
p.m:

rejected a request submitted by
Mike Bentivegna, former F.U.S.A.
President, which would have given
credit to students in leadership
positions." James Fitzpatrick,
Campus Center director and
member of the University Council
refuted the statement in a recent
interview. Fitzpatrick explained
Bentivegna submitted a proposal
for student leadership academic
credit to the U. Council March 13,
1980.
"All they did was approve the
concept," stated Fitzpatrick regarding the U. Council's action on the
proposal. Fitzpatrick continued,
"The University Council is a
recommending body." Since the
council approved the proposal, it
was supposed to'be sent to the appropriate vice president. The proposal; however, was "never sent to
the appropriate vice president,"
according to Fitzpatrick due to the
lack of means on the University
Council at that time for such communication.

On October 29, 1981, Bentivegna reintroduced a specific independent study plan for student
leaders. Once again, "We endorsed the concept," Fitzpatrick commented. "We just reaffirmed that
we still felt that way," he continued.
In order to obtain academic
credit, Fitzpatrick said, "It's up to
the initiative of the student."
Measures to secure an independent study already exist through
the office of the Academic Vice
President. Fitzpatrick recommends students expressing an interest in independent study
should contact a professor so that
arrangements can be made. "The
key word is that it's individual.
It's what you do as an individual,
not as a group," Ftizpatrick commented.
Dean Vincent Murphy supposedly contacted Fitzpatrick
concerning interns receiving
academic credit at WVOF. Fitzpatrick stated, "He claimed he
contacted me. That is not true."

Tara Brady and Pat Bickford, newly selected Senior Week Co-Chairs, are
arranging activities for the graduating class. Senior Week runs from May
- 16-22.
" '
[Photo by Chris Flint]
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Board Undergoes Personnel Changes
by Thomas P. Moore
Staff Writer
The Board of Trustees at Fairfield are in a period of change.
With five new members elected
and in office early in the first
semester and the recent resignation of a trustee, several changes
in personnel have occurred.
The resignation of Mr. Sal P.
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Leslie C. Quick

Giudice was prompted by his being appointed to the Connecticut
Board of Governors for Higher
Education.
When asked about his decision
to accept the offer from the Governor, Mr. Giudice, the Vice President of the American Can Company, stated, "I have not been affirmed by the Senate yet, but I am
looking forward to the new position. Because of my feelings from
my involvement at Fairfield and
my belief that the quality and accessibility of an education is an integral part of the economy and the
viability of the State of Connecticut."
Discussing his five year tenure
as a Board member, Giudice said,
"My involvement with Father Fitz-

gerald and Father Kelley gave me
a valuable insight into the significant problems in managing a
university as important as Fairfield. I have seen, in my five years,
major advances occur at
Fairfield."
The board elects new members
themselves. The process of selecting new members involves a
series of recommendations and a
process of screening possible
candidates for the job. The board
members bring to the attention of
the other trustees the suitable
candidates for the vacancies that
exist. When selecting new
members, a diversity is desired in
relation to the prospectives
backgrounds and occupations.
The candidates usually sought are
those persons in the position to
know and be able to fulfill the
needs of Fairfield.
The board of trustees is responsible for the running of the school
in general. Approval of general
university projects and policies
such as the townhouses or the
process of selecting the commencement speaker-honorary
degree recipient are a few of their
many jobs. The trustees select the

Frank V. Feroleto Jr.

President of the University and
they are primarily responsible for
the school's annual report of expenditures and revenues. They

Father Gonzalez has been a
parish assistant in Washington,
D.C. and Dallas, assistant chaplain
at Georgetown University and St.
Joseph's University, and Catholic
chaplain at Wesleyan. He participated in the 1977 JewishChristian Dialogue in Jerusalem
and has worked with urban and
rural poor in Mexico.

Rev. Charles G. Gonzalez, S.J.
also concern themselves with the
rate of tuition each year.
The other news relating to the
Board is the appointment of five
new board members, voted in early during the Fall semester of this
term. The new university trustees
include two Jesuits and three corporate officers.
Rev. Charles G. Gonzalez, S.J.,
rector of the Jesuit Community at
the Unversity of Scranton, and
Rev. William E. Reiser, S.J., assistant professor, department of
religious studies at Holy Cross are
the new Jesuit members of the
board. Their membership brings
the number of Jesuits on the
board to ten, approximately onethird of the total number of
members.
The other three new members
are Frank V. Feroleto, Jr., president of Feroleto Steel Co. Inc.,
Fairfield; Leslie C. Quick, president of Quick and Reilly Inc., a
member firm of the Wall Street

Applied Ethics Colloquium
Probes Symbolic Deception
by Mary-Margaret Walsh
Executive Editor
What do "Manipulation by
political symbols" and "Deceiving
Patients: The Concerns of the
Health Care Professional" have in
common? Both topics were part of
a two day colloquium on Deception sponsored by the Program in
Applied Ethics. This informative
"teach in" was held in the Oak
Room.

Dr. John Orman, Chair, Department of Politics, introduced the
first day of Deception in Politics
(co-ordinated by the department of
Politics, School of Arts and
Sciences.) Dr. Orman lectured on
Operation Mangoose, Checks and
balances, Watergate, "the family
jewels" and covert operations.
Dr. Richard DeAngelis, Assistant Professor of History, was the

Society Honors Teacher
by Tony Ghecas
Politics Editor
Last year, Alpha Sigma Nu, the
Jesuit Honor Society, honored
Carmen Donnarumma, Professor
of Politics, with its first annual
'Teacher of the Year' award.
This year, Alpha Sigma Nu wiH
again honor a teacher of the yearThere are three components of the
underlying philosophy behind the
award: teacher effectiveness in
the classroom; informal contacts
between the faculty and their
students; and that teachers who
"devote their time to students in
the above areas should be
recognized."
The following four points
should be kept in mind:
1. The nominee must have been a
faculty member at Fairfield for the
past two years.
2. The nominee should be involved*
outside of class in student
groups.
3. The nominee must maintain
regular office hours arid be
available for outside consultation.

4. The nominee must have made
an effort to recognize his students
as individuals.
Nomination forms will be placed in students' boxes April 5.
Those making nominations will be
required to list evidence which will
establish why their nominated
teacher deserves the Teacher of
the Year Award. All applications
will have to be signed by five
students, including the student
who places the teacher's name in
contention.
Members of Alpha Sigma Nu
will select the winning teacher
later in the Spring. The award will
be presented at the StudentFaculty Brunch during Senior
Week. The Honor Society requests
that, "in order that careful consideration may be given to all
nominations, they must be submitted to the Campus Center Office or Box U by April 18, 1983."
Any questions may be directed
to Geralyn McBride (BX 1721), or
Tony Ghecas, (BX 1151), .who are
Alpha Sigma Nu members working
on the teacher award committee.

Stock Exchange; and Roger M.
Keefe, chairman of the executive
committee of the Connecticut
Bank and Trust Company.

Co-, and has been active in
municipal government as an alderman in Bridgeport and a member
of the Representative Town
Meeting in Fairfield.
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Father Reiser has been director
of Continuing Clergy Education at
Nashville and a visiting lecturer
for graduate programs at Fairfield
and Assumption College. India,
Nepal, Thailand, Indonesia, and
Sri Lanka make up the list of nations that Rev. Reiser, S.J. has
visited in order to tour the Jesuit
missions in those countries.
Feroleto is an attorney-member
of the Connecticut Bar Association and a 1951 graduate of Fairfield. He is an associate director
of the Connecticut Bank and Trust

Roger M. Keefe

Keefe has been a member of the
board of directors of the Callahan
Mining Co., and of St. Joseph's
Hospital, and a member of the
board of trustees of the American
Shakespeare Festival, Greens
Farms Academy and St. Thomas
More Corporation and a member
of the association of Reserve City
Bankers.
Quick was formerly vicepresident of W.F. Forbes & Partners, Inc., vice president of Forbes
Inc., and assistant to the president
of Forbes Magazine. He attended
Widener College and is a trustee
of that college as well as a
trustee of Pine Manor College in
Massachusetts.

Rev. William E. Reiser, S.J.

Photos courtesy of
Public Relations

\

second speaker of the day. Dr.
DeAngelis distinguished between
constitutional and unconstitutional deception stating that one
can argue that there can be constitutional reasons for secrecy. Dr.
DeAngelis further argued for the
need of a select Congressional
Committee to regulate covert
secrecy and deception in government.
Next, Mike Quinn of Fairfield
Prep School discussed Secrecy of
Nuclear Arms. Quinn elaborated
upon the vague terms of nuclear
arms competition and the different ways and terminology of
counting nuclear arms (e.g. mega
tons).
Dr. Donald Greenberg, Assistant Professor of Politics concluded the first day of the Colloquium
with his lecture on "Manipulation
by Political Symbols". Based on
Professor Edelman theories that
we are being manipulated by
political symbols. Edelman argued
that 1. We are so busy we believe
what we see—Selective perception 2. We need order; most people
live in a confined world. 3. We live
vicariously-Xr\e nation state
substitutes what we don't have.
The Second day of the Colloquium dealt with "Deception in
Health Care (coordinated by the
School of Nursing). Dr. Alice Obrig
began the colloquium with her
discussion on "Deceiving Patients: the concerns of the Health
Care Professional".
Dr. Lisa Newton, Professor of
Philosophy, who concluded the
Colloquium,- le.ctu.red upon.
"Deception ,in- Hea'tth. Care:, The
Moral Dimensioris,."... . . »'

Catherine Toomey addresses a nursing auditorium audience on the
Public Relations field.
[Photo by Kevin Kumke]

Banner Missing
by Elizabeth Kline
News Editor
At some point between March 6
and March 10, the Fairfield University banner was stolen. The Men's
Glee Club used the banner at their
March 6 concert and when they
returned to pick up the banner,
members of the club found the
banner and two straw hats missing.
"It's not just ours. The whole
university uses it," explained
Steve Adams. This banner is used
at all official-university.functions
including .bpmmencernent'. exercises.

As soon as the banner was
discovered as missing, "We went
through Student Services. We also
filed a report in security," stated
Adams.
There are no leads concerning
the banner's whereabouts or the
culprit. "We think it was a student,
but we don't know."
If anyone has any information
regarding the banner, Adams
urges them to return it or make an
anonymous phone call to a university office. "We just want our stuff
fceek, but we're not out to bust
chops," he stated.
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This Week's Upcoming Events
Campus Notes
If you plan to study abroad in
1983, 1984, you should be sure to
fill out a Foreign Study Application. It is simple to complete and
is now required of all students in
the School of Arts and Sciences
who wish to study in a foreign
country. Applications are available from Dean Vincent Murphy
(Can 101), and from the Foreign
Study Advisors: Prof. Katz (FOB
304), Prof. Kolakowski (Can 224),
Prof. Webster (Can 222), and
Father Leeber (Can 218).
The Campus Center office will
accept REQUESTS for all nonacademic events proposed by the
university committee for the Fall
Semester of all facilities. Deadline
for requests is April 1st. More information is available in the campus center.

Special Events
F.U.S.A. presents...STEVE
LANDESBERG, or better known as
Deitrich on "Barney Miller" in the

Oak Room on Wednesday at 8
p.m. Admission is 2 dollars for
students.

Films
Dr. Strangelove—April 18. Battle of Algiers—April 25. Both films
begin at 7 p.m. in Gonzaga Auditorium on the specified dates.

Meetings
Student Legislature meeting in
the Nursing Auditorium 7:30-9.
Orientation meeting in the Faculty
Meeting room 7:30-9 on Wednesday.
Alcohol Meeting on Wednesday in
B-41 11:45 to 1 p.m.
Management Club Meeting in B-41
on Wednesday from 7:30-8:30.
Cardinal Key Society meeting in
Bannow Lounge on Wednesday
7-8 p.m.

Events
Get your picture with the Easter
Bunny!!! The Finance Club is
sponsoring pictures with the
Easter bunny on Thursday, March
31, 1983 during lunch in the Campus Center lobby.

Fairfield Baseball vs. UConn on
Thursday March 31st, 3 p.m. on
Alumni Field.
Easter Break..No classes Friday
or Monday...have a nice vacation..'
Rev. Robert Drinan, S.J., noted
Jesuit scholar and author, will
deliver a lecture entitled "Your
Fairfield Jesuit education: What
does it mean?" on Tuesday, April
19th at 8 p.m. in the Campus
Center Oak Room.
To Special Events for being able
to bring the Tokyo String Quartet
to Fairfield...To everyone who
made it back to Fairfield "alive"
after Spring break...To the StagHer and Dr. John Orman for their
illustrative Rock and Roll Trivia
Contest —Will the real slow
laugher please sit down?..!To
F.U.S.A. inductions tomorrow...To
Michael Hurley for his 5 day fast
benefitting Bridgeport's Community Alternatives...To Peter's
imminent hop down the Bunny
Trail.

fSfi.' Quality Leather Goods
Dingo & Acme Boots
Hats • Belts and Buckles
Leather Jackets
Vests • Handbags
Cleaning & Repairing

HIDE & SEEK

To Special Events for being
able to bring the TOKYO STRING
Quartet to Fairfield...
To everyone who made it back
to Fairfield "alive" after Spring
break.
To the Stag-Her and Dr. John
Orman for their illustrative Rock
and Roll Trivia Contest...Will the
real slow laugher please sit down?
To Michael Hurley for his 5 day
fast benefiting Bridgeport's Community Alternatives.

To the disgusting conditions of
the dorms after a weekend. Don't
animals belong in zoos?...To the
professors who tested us the day
we got back from Spring Break.
It's hard to study on the beach in
Fort Lauderdale...To March for
coming in like a lion. It doesn't
seem like it's leaving like a lamb
either...To the students who didn't
take advantage of seeing the
Tokyo String Quartet in the Oak
Room.

Pre-Law
Summer College Institute
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CHEERS

B00S

May 31-July 9, 1983
Are you considering law school? Experience a case
analysis, legal method, legal research and writing course
taught by law professors and librarians.

Leather
Shop

1462 Post Road, Fairfield • 255-6406
Jipaipnrt Tues.-Sat., 10 a.m.-5 p.m. Layaways, VISA, Mastercharge QQQ^

Three-credit course—$435
Housing and meal plan
are available

• Two Sections—Saturdays
or Monday and
Wednesday evenings

YOUR CHANCE TO COME TO LONDON
Junior-year programs. Postgraduate diplomat, One-year Master's
degrees and Research opportunities in the social sciences are offered
at the London School of Economics and Political Science.

^i|^>
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The wide range of subjects includes:
Accounting & Finance, Actuarial Science. Anthropology, Business Studies,
Economics, Econometrics, Economic History. European Studies, Geography,
Government, Industrial Relations, International History, International
Relations. Law, Management Science, Operational Research, Philosophy,
Planning Studies. Population Studies, Politics, Sea Use Policy, Social
Administration, Social Work. Sociology, Social Psychology, Statistical and
Mathematical Sciences, Systems Analysis.

'DGEPO

University of Bridgeport Law Center
Division of Continuing Legal Education
Bridgeport, CT 06601 (203) 576-4641

Please forward program material for the Pre-Law
Summer College Institute

Application blanks from
AdmlulomRegiirrar. L.S.f., Hooghton tttMt, London WC2. England
Ploote itoto whother junior yoar or postgraduate

Name:
C

Address:

^C London School of Economics and Political Science

City:
Telephone:

ICELANDAIR IS STILL
YOUR BEST VALUE
TO EUROPE

:
State:

It

EXPORT CITY
(TALL NECKS)

R0UNDTRIP

'489 '499 539

^r

$

FROM
NEW YORK

FROM
CHICAGO

Super APEX Fares. April 1-April 30. 1983. 7-60 day stay, 14 day advance purchase required.
ALSO LOW COST SERVICE TO PARIS, FRANKFURT, AMSTERDAM AND
NICE. AND, REMEMBER, ONLY ICELANDAIR FLIES YOU TO THE
BREATHTAKING BEAUTY OF ICELAND. AND INCLUDES ALL THESE EXTRAS:

■ Free deluxe motorcoach from Luxembourg to Frankfurt, Dusseldorf,
Cologne, Bitburg, Mannheim, Wuppertal and Kehl, Germany. ■ Bargain
car rentals from $99/week in Luxembourg. ■ Free wine with dinner,
cognac after.
Icelandair to Luxembourg. Luxair connecting service to other destinations.
(Chicago-Midweek Fare.) Purchase tickets in U. S. All fares subject to change and government
approval. See your travel agent or call 800/555-1212 for the toll-free Icelandair number in
your area.

^1

ICELANDAIR
NOW MORI THAN (VIR WUK BiST VAIUT TO WROPl

Zip:

(INCLUDE AREA CODE)

LUXEMBOURG

FROM
BALTIMORE/
WASHINGTON

1

II N^gflg^^

|1

$

9.99
$
8.99

Budweiser case

BUSCll Case

5.99

•i

u
ii

E

Romanoff Vodka so 1
List '9.19 Now$7.69
$
5.99
Piccala Coffee Liquor 53°750 ml
Liquor Barrel Private Stock Rum 80° Quart 4.99
...While they last

10% off all liquor & cordials (,■;,) & cases of beer with i
ALL PRICES PLUS TAX

«\ AND
HNU DEPOSIT
UtrUOM WHERE
VVilCnC HrrLll^HDLC
APPLICABLE

EXPIRES APRIL 3

STORE HOURS:
M0N.
muii.

II

II
It

$

Carlin Black Label case

II
II

II
I
IIit
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Varied Experiences Benefit Art Instructor
by Debra A. Estock
"I believe everybody is potentially influenced or
reacts to art in some way," replied Mrs. Elizabeth
Mutrux, an instructor in the Department of Fine Arts.
"The most important contribution is the way in which
it translates the various phases of our existence, so
that we can better exist along with them."
Mrs. Mutrux, in her 10th year of teaching Art History
at Fairfield, received her art background at Parsons, a
design school in New York, studied two years at the
University of Vienna, and" spent a short time in the
advertising field before assuming her current position.
At Fairfield, she has taught "Introduction to Art,"
"19th Century Art," "Neo-Classicism and Romanticism," and is currently teaching "Art and Mass
Communications," a course that she particularly enjoys.
"In the Art and Mass Communications course,
students get the chance to use art as part of their
vocabulary. They begin to look at things very differently with a much more analytical approach,"
Mutrux said.
She has traveled extensively and along with her
husband Robert, who also teaches the "Art and Architecture" course here, she felt that they have both
benefited by their experiences.
She said her experiences provided a good foundation dependent upon the particular art course she
was to teach. Compiling a large slide collection along
the way, they have toured many countries, namely

Greece, France, Switzerland, Spain, Russia, the
British Isles and the various Scandinavian countries,
among others.
She remarked that one of the most fascinating
things she had ever seen in her travels was a place in
Lyon, France called (en francais) "Le Palais Ideal" or
"The Ideal Palace."
Built by an ordinary postmaster, who had never
been outside of his home town, this structure consisted of intricate carvings and style of architecture
that was totally Eastern in style and reminiscent of
Hindu culture; specifically the Ankor Wat people of
Cambodia. According to the story, the man built this
elaborate structure entirely out of the pebbles he collected when he went out on his mail route. She found
it amazing because the man was able to create a
similar architectural style with no previous
knowledge of that culture which was totally foreign
to him.
Talking about the role of art in the modern world,
Mrs. Mutrux stated that the style of art in a particular
society is indicative of the cultural changes a society
undergoes. For example, the abstract or modern art
of the 50's and 60's, was the forerunner of the free,
liberal lifestyle prevalent within that time period.
"It uncannily foresees what's going to happen
ahead of time-. The changes first take place in the
mind of the artist and then ultimately occur in society. It's a good barometer of what's happening or is
about to happen," she said.
Mrs. Mutrux enjoys cooking and gardening in her
spare time and lives with her husband and four
children in Wilton.

Mrs. Elizabeth Mutrux is now in her tenth year as a professor of Art
History at Fairfield. [Photo by John Pastorelle and Ellen Dougherty]

Bermuda Or Bust: One Man's Odyssey
by Paul Gates
It was the best of times. It was
the worst of times. That is how I
describe it—my vacation; my
spring break; my week in Bermuda. Ever since I arrived back
in Fairfield on Saturday, wideeyed friends with "anticipation"
written all over their faces have
been coming up to me and saying, "Well... HOW WAS IT?"
How was it? I honestly don't
know. I certainly can't verbalize
my feelings. It was wonderful. It
was hell. It was lush. Lavish. Expensive. Expensive. Expensive.
A picture's worth a thousand
words? Phooey. I've had my Bermuda pictures developed. BOR-

ING. ZZzzzz... Want to know
about Bermuda. LISTEN to my
words. Feel the beat. Groove to
it. Ready?
You asked for it...
Beach party. DISCO. Beach
party. DISCO. Beach party.
DISCO, Rain, rain, rain, rain.
Money, money, money, money,
money, money, traveller's
checks.
Here-we-go-a-gain —
And—
No sleep, no food, no money,
no patience, mo-ped, mo-ped,
mo-ped, mo-ped. Beer, beer,
beer, beer, mac-a-roni. And
cheese.
STOP!!!
WAIT A MINUTE!!!

Silence.
Listen? Hear it?
Peace. Quiet. Tranquility.
The gentle whooshing of the
waves on the beach. The majestic rocks which sequester
resillient pools of crystal blue
water. Feathery-soft beaches of
sugary-pink sand. God, how
breathtaking.
And those paper-thin palm
leaves rippling in the breeze...
God (again), were we really
there?
Of course (I think)...
What else made up this vacation?
People.
Ah yes, the people...
There were the natives. Pa-

Afterthoughts

tient. Happy. Spirited. Always
willing to help.
And
then
there
were
"us"—the Americans. The "kids
from the states." 50 of us. 50
people who banded together. A
50-person family.
That is what I'll remember the
most. The camaraderie. The
friendships. The "looking-outfor-one-another." Knowing that
even if you didn't meet a single
person from outside of your
school (even on the world's
largest floating meat market)
during the whole trip, it really
wouldn't matter. Special kudos
to the Lacrosse team in that
regard. Among the finest fifty
you're ever likely to run into at

Fairfield. Never did I think that a
long white stick with a little net
on the end would make me feel
so at ease or so close to "home"
(whatever that is).
Literary babbling—that's what
this is. That's all I can muster
right now. Maybe in six months,
or maybe a year it'll all make
sense. Right now, it's just a
series of flashes. Of photos. Mopedding in a monsoon. "Boozecruising" on St. Patty's Day. Discoing until 3 a.m. K-rationing
food. Love. Hate. Laughter.
Greed. Money. Sex.
My God, we've lived in a
Harold Robbins novel.

JimKeenan
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Ode To The Auto
by Scott Grasso
Features Editor
There are very few things that
I hold dear to myself. One is that
self-propelled vehicle that is the
entire basis for our-mobile society. It is with profound reverence
that I praise the automobile.
I myself come from a long line
of auto enthusiasts. My greatgrandfather opened one of the
first Chrysler dealers on the East
coast in 1928. My grandfather
was the first man in West Bend,
Wisconsin to popularize the idea
of a convertible in areas where
snowfall exceeded sixteen feet a
year, just to prove that style and
grace were above mere comfort.
As for my father, he is a saga
in himself. His first car was a
1957 Chevy BelAir, a true
classic. Of course, he had to go
trade it on an English-built
Hillman Minx. A Minx is an ugly
plain sedan built by people who
should have contented themselves with world conquest. The
Minx was far too plain for Dad,
who sawed the front bench seat
in half in order to have bucket
seats. My mother had t6 re-sew
the entire seat in her new living
room.
Dad now drives a 1971
Porsche that he occasionally
touches up with my paint-bynumbers kit. A true purist.
As for me, I was weaned on
boringly efficient V-8 Chevy Impalas. But; nevertheless, I've
always yearned for my own car.
When I was sixteen, my parents
turned over to me a 1969 Impala
with 96,000 miles on her. I immediately dubbed her Gert and it
was two years of high-school
bliss. It was wonderful not to depend on the parental units for
my social activities. True, Gert
was a Bondoed nightmare, she
had no front grille, she got 11
miles per gallon, the air condi-

tioning didn't work, and she
devoured oil, but she was my
first love. I sold Gert for $100 to a
race freak who ripped out her
engine and gutted the interior.
Poor Gert deserved better.
My grandfather then gave me
a '69 Fiat 124 Sport Coupe. I had
to smoke a cigarette every time I
looked at that midnight blue
speedster. I drove Alfie all over
the northeast, until the fateful
month when the light of my life
up and died on me.
I was born under Murphy's
Star. Everything always goes at
once. In June, the Fiat blew a
gasket, stopped shifting into
first, and I put my foot through
the floor at the Cape. The foreign
car specialist wanted $800 to
resurrect it. Now I understood
why my grandfather gave this
disaster to me. The car sat in our
garge until the arrival of Mom's
new Lincoln (big deal) when she
evicted Alfie. I junked the car for
$15. That hurt.
I am now relegated to a
perfectly mundane rusty Chevy
wagon. Yawn. However, every
time I. hop inside I realize how
much I love my car. It doesn't
matter that I need new ball bearings or that the insurance payment is due; it's my own wheels.
It's worth all these hassles to be
able to Road Trip to Dartmouth
at the drop of a hat.
I'm currently considering buying a 1954 Dodge sedan. It's got
fins and everything...After all,
practicality isn't everything jt's
cracked up to be. Style is what
counts, right?

Spring Break At Home
by Eileen Quirk
Staff Writer
I knew what it would be like
returning to Fairfield this week
after spring break. You know, all
the tanned faces, the endless
stories about the Bahamas and
Lauderdale, and the peeling of
skin these bronzed people will
have to suffer with while in 55
degree Fairfield weather. Okay, I'll
admit it, I'm jealous. But don't all
the people who went nowhere
(which includes homeward bound
territory) last week have this right
to be slightly jealous?
Don't take me wrong, I'm not
complaining. I'm happy for those
people who went to the Bahamas
or Florida or Colorado over spring
break; really, I am. After all,
somebody's got to go, it just
wasn't me this year. So what did
the rest of the population do over
spring break if they didn't go the
sun states?
"Things were hopping about as
much as a dead Easter Bunny,"
said Kate, a sophomore from Hartford Connecticut. "Yeah, it was
real fun. Sat home every day and
watched T.V., played monopoly
with my parents, and babysat my
niece every other morning, no
charge of course, thanks to
Mom." I asked Kate if she was
upset about not making it to
Florida this year. "Heck no. Where
else could I go but Hartford, Connecticut to watch the rain fall, the
grass grow, and watch the cars go
by, and by, and by,..."
I think I detected a bit of bitterness there but I can't be sure.

Let's talk to Kathy, a junior from
Long Island.
"Don't even ask me about my
spring break. It was so boring, so
terribly monotonous, I can't even
joke about it." Looks like Kathy
had a worse time than Kate. What
about the person from Rochester
New York? You know, that booming city in Upstate New York?
Since I am an honorary citizen
of this city, I think I have the right
to expand on this subject.
BORING, is the only way I can
phrase it right now. It was bad
enough that none of my friends
from other colleges were home,
and that it rained every day I was

home; but worse yet, the minute I
entered the house last week, my
parents had a list of things for me
to do which would have taken me
all summer and into Christmas
break.
I don't mind being the chauffeur
once in a while, or doing a little
cooking here and there, but getting up early every day to take my
brothers to school at 7:10 and
then having to make dinner every
night is a bit too much. I come
home for a vacation, and what do I
get? Slavery of the cruelest kind
and even worse, a family who
complains about my driving expertise and my Veal Francais.
Next year it's Florida for sure.

HELP WANTED
New local business seeks
student foron-campus promotion. Call Hedy's
Jewelry Store at 255-8561
(1610 Post Road)

Room and Board
flee and Dorm supervisors
wanted for summer-overnight
camp in Simsbury Ct. Five
weeks, July 2-August 5. Room,
Board, Salary. Interview on
April 13. Sign-up in counseling
center by April 12.
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In Memoriam
We shall miss Dr. Abbas Khadjavi; we shall miss him very much.
Some of us knew Dr. Khadjavi for
what he was, a man of great talent
and untiring dedication. He had a
true joy of life to which his talents
gave outlet in so many ways that
most of us looked on in wonder. He
had an imaginative mind with which
he devised experiments in the lab
and demonstrations in the classroom that were indeed unique. How
many of us have watched him 'combing" a laser beam or producing
such marvelous effects with
holography. Or we have looked on
with awe at his ability with his pens
to produce such fantastic results in
calligraphy. Or we have admired
again and again his results with the
most exotic and the most common
of flowers and plants. And he was
always there. He was there on
weekdays, in his office or the lab
with his students. He was there in
the evenings, teaching calligraphy.
He was there on Saturdays, teaching and demonstrating for the high
school students. He was there on
Parents' Day, and Open House. He

was there on Awards Night, and at
concerts and at special events. And
he was always active and enjoying
life.
And some of us knew Abbas for
who he was, a special, open, generous, and loving person. We could
argue and debate, all in good fun.
We could ask, and know there
would be a response. His presence
to us was so complete that we
forgot it could be otherwise. And
we shall miss him very much.
Dr. Victor Newton
Chariman, Physics Department
The MIRROR would like to express its regrets and sympathy to
the family and friends of Dr.
Khadjavi. His untimely passing
shocked so many and caused
many more to realize how grossly
unjust and uncertain life can be.
The fact that so many were moved and stunned by his death only
serves as a tribute to his unique
ability as a professor and to his
dedication to life. rL... , ., , ,
[Editors Note]

Applauding The Positive
Over the past year the Mirror editorials
have tried to bring students information on
administration policy, student government
decisions and other general issues of concern to students. Yet the Mirror has not
presented many positive marks in its
editorials over the year, and with so many
big events and happenings coming alive on
campus, the paper would like to mention
some of these activities.
The job done by S.E.C. and the Arts and
Lectures staff has been tremendous al!
year. S.E.C. has been able to draw big
names to Fairfield and their concert and
dance schedule has provided a lot of excitement and plain fun for students. The
daytime and evening programming from
Arts and Lectures has offered interesting
speakers and has kept the campus center
lively with different performances and contests. They've turned the Campus Center into more than just a meeting place.
Along with these two groups the Campus
Center staff deserves a great deal of credit
for helping events run smoothly and also
keeping the Stag-her Inn jumping with more
diversified programs and attractions.
The administration should be congratulated for securing the largest endowment opportunity in Fairfield's history. The
$1,000,000 grant from the Ira W. DeCamp
Foundation has given Fairfield a big boost
in their fund raising campaign and could
pave the way for such possibilities.
The dorm councils' participation in the
United Way fund raiser once again allowed
the dorms to do a great job for the charity
and the bloodmobile which was cosponsored by the Student Nursing Association and the Cardinal Key Society.
The Women's Basketball team did a
tremendous job, along with the Men's
Baseball team, to get berths in their respective ECAC tournaments. The two teams
showed great unity on top of their skill and
it earned them the respect of many teams in

SUV)'
SEhCH A

New England.
These are only a few of the activities
which went virtually unnoticed in our
editorials, and with so little space, we can't
publish all the people or events, but we
would like to applaud the efforts of all those
who attempted to improve the community
as a whole...
Since this is the last issue of this present
Editorial Board, we hoped to show that we
do recognize the positive aspects of campus and we hope that the Mirror will make
more of an effort to publicize such efforts.
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Sibling Weekend U
sored a similar weekend which was very
successful. I, then, proposed the idea to
Bob MacVeigh, last year's president of the
Irish Society. Bob MacVeigh thought it
would go over well, so he brought it up at
the next Irish Society Meeting. Everyone at
the meeting thought it was a great idea and
thus the first annual SIB-Weekend was held
last April.
The Irish Society will once again be sponsoring its second annual SIB-Weekend on
April 15, and 16, so be sure to invite your
sibs up for the weekend. So as to make the
weekend as inexpensive, yet enjoyable as
possible, the Irish Society has put together
a package deal for your siblings. The total

To the Editor:
What's a SIB-Weekend? Well, let me explain. Last year the Irish Society sponsored
a weekend in which Fairfield University
students had the opportunity to invite their
younger brothers and/or sisters up for a funfilled weekend on campus. This involved a
variety of planned events and activities in
which the students and their siblings
(hence the word SIB) could take part. Your
participation will ensure this to be as big a
success as last year.
The idea for SIB-Weekend came about
very much like the Irish Society's Luck-ofthe-Roommate Dance. My older brother
gave me the idea when his college spon-

Rugby Club Outraged
To the Editor:
On behalf of the Fairfield Rugby Club, we
would like to express our outrage at the
comment made in the "Boos" column of the
March 10 issue.
Our banquet, which marked the twentieth
anniversary of Rugby at Fairfield, was a
well-organized and well-executed event.
Several members of the club worked closely
with Campus Center officials to insure a
quality affair. A great deal of time was also
volunteered by various alumni. In attendance at this historic affair were Fr. Kelley,
S.J., President of the University, several officials of the Alumni Association, distinguished speakers, rugger alumni, and present members of the club. Those who spoke
during the course of the evening have all
distinguished themselves not only on the
rugby field, but have also furthered the
sport of rugby by their continued support in
its organization. The evening as a whole
was enjoyable for all and provided a rare opportunity for undergrads and alumni to
share in the spirit and history of Fairfield.
We were disappointed to find that the
Mirror did not see fit to cover this important
event. Furthermore we were deeply insulted
by the comment which appeared in the
"Boos" column. In our estimation this was
a very unprofessional comment and we feel

a grave injustice has been committed. We
would appreciate an apology from the Mirror as well as an acknowledgment of a job
well done. In our opinion the real "Boos"
should go to the Mirror for their failure to
recognize a class act when they see one.
Respectfully submitted,
Pat O'Keefe
Treasurer F.R.F.C.
Bill Lynch
Vice-President, F.R.F.C.

Mascots L
To the Editor:
This letter is written in response to John
Nimock's satirical letter concerning Bud
Man and other mascots at the basketball
games. To quote his letter, "I had missed
the last few home games." This obviously
disqualifies him from making valid criticism
of the basketball team or its fans. Fan
pleasers such as Super Fan or Bud Man are
present at the games to liven up the crowd
and make the game fun for those in attendance who won't stand up to clap or yell
unless his friend does.
The Anheuser-Busch Corporation was
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J.V.C. Experience
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To Be A Person"

by Chris Byrd

\v$£>

coming
package cost per sibling will be $10.00, with
an optional pizza and soda dinner on Friday
night for an additional $2.00. The $10.00
price includes a cookout on Saturday, dinner in the Cafe Saturday night (with ice
cream sundaes), brunch on Sunday, a day
pass to the RecPlex, movies on Friday and
Saturday nights (to be announced), and
also free use of the pool tables in the game
room. We have also arranged for a special
mass to be held for all those involved.
If you think your younger brother and/or
sister (must be 16 years old or younger)
would like to visit Fairfield for the weekend,
invite them now. Immediately after Easter,
on Wednesday and Thursday, April 6 and 7,
the Irish Society will be collecting the
names and money of those who plan to
come for SIB-Weekend during lunch and
dinner in the Campus Center. All names and
money must be received no later than
Thursday night, April 7.
Any student who would like to help
organize the events is more than welcome.
We also need students to work during lunch
and dinner on April 6 and 7 to collect names
and money. If you have any additional
ideas, questions, or suggestions, please
contact Brian Davin, Box 475 (255-9967).
Hope to hear from you soon!
Brian Davin '84

ven Crowd
generous enough to lend us this $400
costume in order to encourage apathetic
fans who attend only "a few games" and
think Fred Barakat is still the coach. It may
come as a surprise to Mr. Nimock that we
had over 25 different mascots try out for the
position Bud Man was chosen for. Among
those in competition were the San Diego
Chicken, Ronald McDonald, Mayor McCheese, the 'No-Frills' beer man and Evita.
Thank you for expressing your views on this
matter. Good luck in your future endeavors.
Fairly sincerely yours,
Rob Hilliard
Luke Stanton
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I work with a woman who fractures the English language, but
who more frequently than not
speaks it more eloquently than
you and I. The other day, we were
discussing a family who had
sought assistance through our
parish's St. Vincent de Paul Society with their water bill. "These
people," she said to me, "are not
clear up here. They have pyschological problems. I understand that.
They haven't the same (here, she
searched for the appropriate
word) opportunities that I have.
These people, they have food.
Animals have food, but they are
not persons. To be a person." She

repeated the phrase not for effect
but for clarity, to get her point
across. To be a person.
That is what I and the other
members of the Jesuit Volunteer
Corps South are all about, social
justice, making others more
human. We believe social justice
is returning to people, who, for
complicated reasons and by
means that can't be fully understood and described, their dignity
and worth as individuals.
I work in an inner city Hispanic
parish in San Antonio, Texas. I
work in the Religious Education
Office as a Youth Minister. That is
a term with which I am not comfortable, a job description, an attempt to pin down what I do. It is,
by no means, a boundary. My
main responsibility is working
with the youth in the parish. That
isn't all that I do. There is too
much to be done.
The rest of my time is spent
bringing communion to the sick,
visiting the homes and working
with the St. Vincent de Paul Society assisting people with their bills,
housing and food.
That is an inventory. It doesn't
begin to describe my experience
here as a Jesuit Volunteer. I offer
two sketches, moments in a year.
A boy, nine years old, dribbles

Community Pride
Beautifies Ghetto
by David M. Rothbard
Staff Writer
Recently I attended a press conference in New York's Central
Park which introduced a new program that will funnel money into a
non-profit inner-city development
company. This program is not
government funded and uses ingenuity to finance a worthwhile
cause.
The Bronx Frontier Corporation
is a group of South Bronx natives
who feel that something must be
done to improve their community.
Through a grassroots campaign
involving urban gardening to
beautify the area and nutritional
education, this group, headed by
an ex "Fort Apache" detective,
has been successful in helping
this notorious neighborhood.
Their new program, called
"ZooDoo," processes Bronx Zoo

animal manure into fertilizer and
packages it for retailing.
The Bronx Frontier uses initiative rather than government
money and shows us that people
would rather decide their destiny
than be told what to do. After all, if
the government erects a million
dollar structure, the residents
won't take care of it if they don't
feel that it's truly theirs. They will,
however, protect and uphold a
simple $50 garden if they feel
responsible for it. They gain a
sense of self pride.
Helping the inner-city has
become a politically partisan
issue, but it shouldn't be. This
small group of ded'cated individuals proves affirmatively that
one doesn't have to be a
Democrat to desire social improvement. After all, Jimmy
Carter's visit to the South Bronx
didn't do half as much good as
this present program is doing.
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toward a basket, shoots and
misses. You teach and encourage
him. "Do it-like this. Try it again."
He returns to his starting point.
He shoots again and again, he
misses. He tries it a third time.
This time, the ball falls straight
and true through the net. It is
enough to carry you through into
the next day.
She is 42 and has a daughter
who is 3. The father has left. She
has another daughter, who is in
her twenties and walks the
streets. The daughter has a son,
who is ten and lives with his
grandmother. Their water has
been turned off for two months.
She pays the man next door $75
out of her food stamp allotment
for her water. She has inherited an
over $800 electric bill from her
brother who didn't pay the bill.
She pays the bill in installments,
but she doesn't receive any help
from her family. She turns to me.
I help some through my society
and through other agencies. That
is rewarding, but her problems are
so complicated and disturbing.
that I can't begin to fully comprehend or resolve them. Her life,
and suffering stay with me, gently
wounding me. They always will.
The work, the sense that you do
make a difference is one rewarding aspect of the JVC. The other,
which is integral to your experience, which enhances and
gives life to your work is community. Without it, the work would
become nearly impossible. I live

with two volunteers and Seminarian. We are, as in our work,
about social justice, making each
other more human. You choose
ideas, a common purpose not people of whom you are fond. There
are struggles and difficulties, but
if you are willing to change, then it
will become worthwhile and you
will become, as Christ wants us to
become, like children in a family.
The JVC experience has been a
frustrating, challenging, disturbing, rewarding, satisfying one. My
work and my community bring me
pleasure. However, there is a sad
irony to my life here: if it weren't
for the misfortunes of the
disinherited, I would be out of a
job. What a happy idleness.

READERS
FORUM
Sullivan And Niedermeier
At Young Dems Dinner
Fairfield's First Selectman
John Sullivan will be the Guest
of Honor and State Representative Christine Niedermeier will
be the Guest Speaker at the
Young Democrats Second Annual John F. Kennedy Memorial
Dinner on Saturday evening,
April 16, in the Faculty Dining
Room at 7:30 P.M.
Sullivan has been the First
Selectman of Fairfield for 24
consecutive years as a
Democrat, building a solid
reputation statewide among party leaders. Just recently he announced his retirement from the

office, prompting the Young
Dems to honor him as a recipient
of the JFK Award for outstanding leadership, dedication, and
service for the Democratic Party.
Niedermeier has been State
Representative from Fairfield for
two consecutive terms and is
presently on the Transportation
Committee of the General
Assembly, where she has actively pursued matters applicable to
this district.
Tickets for the event may be
purchased for $15 from Tony
Ghecas, chairman of the event,
or Dave Weber, club president,
until Thursday, April 14.

The Genius Of Ronald Reagan
by Gregory A. McAleer
I am sure that many of you who
have started reading this article
are shocked, and perhaps appalled, by the title.
After all, Ronald Reagan is really nothing more than a former
movie actor who was oraduated
from Eureka College (Ejreka College?!)-so he can hard y be referred to as a genius. Right?
But let us take a closer look at
the man who has led our country
for the past two years. First, a few
facts and accomplishments.
Summer of 1981: A comprehensive and viable program for
economic recovery, based on tax
cuts and spending cuts, is
presented to the Congress and
passed by the Congress. All of
this was accomplished after only
six months into the new administration-and that six months included an assassination attempt
on Ronald Reagan.
Fall of 1981: A new proposal is
sent to the Soviet Union and called "Zero Option," and states that
the U.S. will not deploy mediumrange nuclear missiles in Western
Europe if the Soviets dismantle
their existing missiles aimed at

Europe. This proposal was seen
as a bold new approach to arms
negotiations. However, the
Soviets rejected it.
Summer of 1982: The Reagan
administration supports a Tax
Reform bill and the President goes
on national television to explain
why he supports it. Congress then
passes the bill, which will close up
loopholes and thus better collect
taxes which are already in existence. Many critics label it a tax
increase, which is simply not true.
Winter/Spring 1983: The U.S.
economy begins to show signs of
a long and sustained recovery. To
begin with, the official inflation
rate for 1982 was 3.9 percent, the
lowest since 1972. Moreover,
figures show that the inflation
rate for the past 12 months has
dropped even further, to 3.5 percent.
Further, the Commerce Department announced this past week
that the economy grew at a 4 percent annual rate during the first
three months of this year. This
figure is far greater than the
estimates forecasted by the
economists, and even the administration.
Clearly, the recovery has begun,
but the question is-How long will it

last? Well, a quick observation of
the study of Economics is appropriate.
Economics is, for the most part,
based on theory and not an exact
science. In fact, it has often been
referred to as the dismal science.
Therefore, for every economist
who says the economy will continue to grow this year, there will
be others who say it will not. As a
result, the only real indicator we
can depend upon is the latest
facts and figures, which clearly
say that the economy has improved significantly. In this respect,
we can say that President
Reagan's economic recovery program has shown some positive
results.
And so we have the major accomplishments of President
Ronald Reagan. Now, this is not to
say that Mr. Reagan has made
some mistakes while in office. I
am sure that his critics could fill
many pages with them. However, I
am here to make note of Mr.
Reagan's accomplishments,
which many see as far outweighing the mistakes, except for
newspapers like the New York
Times, which always seems to
criticize Reagan.
For example, a recent editorial

in the New York Times told about
the "stench of failure" hanging
over Ronald Reagan's White
House. One cannot imagine the
"stench" they were smelling when
many today, including the author
of this article, smell the success
of economic recovery. Well,
enough talk about the liberal
media.
Let us get back to the idea of
Ronald Reagan the genius. Clearly, Mr. Reagan has made some
tough, and unpopular, decisionsthe biggest being his unwavering
support for the economic recovery
program. Leadership always requires a willingness to stand
alone. It means having the
courage of one's convictions-and
sticking to them, as Mr. Reagan
has clearly done.
Since the word genius has been
defined as a single strongly marked capacity or aptitude, then we
can say that the genius of Ronald
Reagan is his extraordinary
leadership ability.
Greg McAleer graduated from
Fairfield University in December
and is currently working for MCA
Associates, Inc., a consulting and
ship brokerage firm in Greenwich,
Connecticut.
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Drama Illustrates Our Life And Times
by Donna J. Schaeier
Staff Writer
"The comic spirit is too often
absent in modern art," writes
Louis Berrone, the author of two
imaginative dramatic works: Two
Worlds Awake: Com media del Sol,
and Lucky Night. Berrone, Professor of English at Fairfield
University, in Two Worlds Awake,
has revived the old Italian comedy
form, Commedia Dell' Arte, and
modernized it. In Lucky Night, he
employs similar satiric devices
making the play humorous as well
as meaningful.
Both plays are characterized by
a lighthearted view of our times.
Life, self, careers, earth, sun,
nature—all of these elements are
inherent in Berrone's plays. They
deal with the fullness of life, in a
comic spirit. "The power is in
nature and in the spirit of the individual," states Berrone of the
Zen plays which he likes.
Lucky Night is an earthquake
play in which one of the main
characters is a tournament "Zen"
dart thrower. The play deals with
ordinary people, like ourselves,
with ordinary aspiratons who are
confronted with an unforeseen
disaster. It is the story of injured
people who will not give up.
The play is comprised of the notion of spiritual and physical vitality. It is written in a light, satiric
mode which lends to the familiarity of the characters. Professor Jiri

Nedela, Graduate School of Communication, Fairfield University,
writes of Lucky Night: "It takes
just a few seconds before the husband and wife replace trivial prose
with poetry and take us for an interstellar journey full of mystery
and fun as they reveal themselves
and their ties to each other."

York Times noted that the composer has "a decided dramatic
feeling" and that everything in his
work "points to the climax." Bernard Jacobson in the Chicago Daily News wrote that Putsche "has a
keen sense of beauty backed by
an unusually powerful technique."
The music in Lucky Night

play deals with the reality of the
every day world and the illusions
which are an inherent part of the
characters' ideals.
The main character is a middleaged architect with philosophical
inclinations whose "improvised
scenario" directs almost everyone
to impersonate someone else. The

and the imagination. The "two
worlds'" are the self (soul) and the
sun (Sol). "If the two worlds can be
one or can sleep together as they
do in "An Old Man Asleep," by
Wallace Stevens, they can also be
one and wake together," writes
Berrone. His play adds a satiric
twist to the poem. "The two
worlds are awake, are waking
now," is an extension of Stevens'
images in "An Old Man Asleep."
The two "world premiere" performances will be presented April
8-9 at 8:00 P.M. and April 10 at 2:30
P.M. in Gonzaga Auditorium. Ron
Luchsinger, Stage Director, Hartt
Opera Theater, will direct the
plays. The performers include:
William Tinsley, Teresa Fioritto,
John Morris, Phoebe Otis, and
Deborah Chase.

Two Worlds Awake: Commedia del Sol and Lucky Night will be presented Aril 8-9 at 8 and April 10 at 2:30
in Gonzaga Auditorium.
[photo by Vinny DeAngelis]
Thomas Putsche, Associate
Professor, Hartt College of Music,
composed the music for Lucky
Night. Composer of the opera, The
Cat and the Moon, Putsche has
received many favorable reviews.
Harold Schonberg of The New

highlights the characters' actions
and feelings and the earthquake.
Two World Awake: Commedia
del Sol is a sprightly renovation of
the Italian commedia dell' arte
technique. Written in verse, the

informality of the play combined
with Berrone's poetic skill, make
the play a charming and witty
adaptation of the older dramatic
form.
Commedia del Sol, or comedy of
the sun, basically depicts reality

The satiric and witty quality of
Berrone's plays enhances the
naturalness and simplicity of the
conceptions he is trying to convey. The plays are wonderful illustrations of what ordinary people of today might best value,
namely life itself, and the fullness
of it. Berrone's plays are a
refreshing look at ourselves: how
we feel, think, and act. The serious
drama buff will thrill at such
works, but even the casual
observer will be delighted to see
Louis Berrone's Two Worlds
Awake: Commedia del Sol and
Lucky Night.

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Anatole Broyard:

Welcome Addition To Fairfield
by Michelle Aucoin
Staff Writer
"Thinking and Feeling about
Fiction: A Critic's Choice" is just
one of the many literary arts
courses offered by this year's
Continuing Education program;
yet this seminar, taugiit by
Anatole Broyard, encourages the
student to delve personally and
critically into the world of
literature. Broyard uses his own
keen insight in prompting the student to accept this challenge,
through discussion and examples
of his own experiences.
Anatole Broyard, highly ac-
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claimed book critic and daily
reviewer of The New York Times,
was born in New Orleans, moved
to New York at an early age, and
later attended The New School for
Social Research in Greenwich
Village. Taught by refugee
teachers who had fled the Nazi oppression of Hitler's regime,
Broyard began his studies as a
philosophy major, turned towards
anthropology, and then decided
upon a career with English. While
participating in a modern art
criticism course,
Broyard
developed his sound and longstanding philosophy: that the
beauty of art is also reflected in
literature. It was in this course
that he was made aware of the
correlation between the two; if
one can properly conceptualize
art, this ability can be applied
towards understanding and interpreting literature.
Broyard's literary interest grew
out of his own writing as well. In
the early 60's he began a novel
confronting the impact of his

idinei s aeath. Yet, the most work
required was in the numerous revisions of the text. According to
Broyard, literature grows out of
perception and experience, and
since one's perspective continually undergoes change, the thematic basis of the text must often
by revised.
Now, nearly twenty years later,
Broyard still finds himself wanting
to revise his story. The September
'82 issue of The Atlantic Monthly
hosted an excerpt from the most
recent rewrite, and follow-up revisions are still in progress.
An early piece that appeared in
The Partisan Review involved a
hipster interpretation of the
philosophy of jazz. Other articles
and short stories were further
published, and Broyard began his
trek as an established figure in the
literary world.
Broyard's work with The New
York Times began twelve years
ago. He had worked with a book
advertising agency, writing freelance reviews, when The Times
literary staff expressed its interest
in establishing a daily book review
column. Broyard chose the job out
of his own interest in literature.
and the advantage of working at
home.
Broyard chooses to review a
book for various reasons. These
include public curiosity, the
author's popularity, and the high
quality of its literary style. Often
the book may offer a relevant
thematic message, or solid and
constructive ideas for today's audiences.
Broyard sees a definite change
in today's literary style. The
language often tends to be flat
and dead-pan, with passive and inert characters who don't appear to
be doing much. The pleasure in
language and innovative construction has disappeared. Rather,
words are chosen for their brevity,
honesty, and impact.
• Thematically. today's literature

centers upon people who are
wondering what to do with themselves, groping for some direction, and trying to seize being.
Broyard sees a direct correlation
between these themes and the
lifestyles of today's people.
Anatole Broyard is a welcome
addition to the University's Continuing Education Program. It is not
often that students are allowed
such an in-depth look at today's
literature while assisted by a man
who has made such a solid impact
on the literary world.

Steve Landesberg, Deidrich of "Barney Miller," will speak on April
6 at 8:00 in the Oak Room.

Old Fashioned Comedy
by Raymond Mayo
Staff Writer
Have you ever dreamed of being
a famous celebrity? Special treatment at restaurants? Hundreds of
people following you just for an
autograph or a handshake? Admiring fans who will stop at nothing
only to be next to you?
These dreams of fame are the
theme of the "King Of Comedy"
starring Robert Di Niro, Jerry
Lewis, and in her first motion picture role, Sandra Bernhard. The
film is directed by Martin
Scorsese, whose credits include
"Raging Bull" and "Taxi Driver"
(both of which starred Di Niro).
Though "King of Comedy" lacks
the intensity of Scorcese's earlier
achievements it is no less encouraging. Robert Di Niro is
brilliant as Rupert Pupkin, a
hungry New York comic whose
suits are oftentimes funnier than
his jokes. Rupert idolizes late
night television host Jerry
Langford (Lewis). He will dp
anything to get an appearance on
the Carson-like program. But his
early attempts are thwarted by

Langford's secretary (Shelley
Hack) whose job it is to deal with
the myriad of aspiring young performers that flood the production
company's office.
A mock set of the Langford
show, complete with cardboard
guests, audience, and host
dominate Rupert's basement. It is
here in his secret lair that Rupert's
fantasies take place. He imagines
himself a big hit on Jerry's show.
These dreams effectively develop
the plot as well as the character,
for Rupert eventually fantasizes
himself upstaging his idol. As
Rupert's efforts to break into
show business intensify, so does
Jerry's anger.
Jerry Lewis is perfectly cast as.
the piqued celebrity who longs for
privacy. Although he is just playing his telethon-like self, Lewis's
performance is believable. But his
presence in the film is more an example of great casting than an acting achievement. Nevertheless,
the chemistry between he and Di
Niro, particularly in the dream
scenes, is sparkling.
Peculiar casting has become a
trademark of Scorcese's films. For

example, in each of his pictures he
himself makes a cameo appearance. In the "Taxi Driver" he
played the psychopathic passenger in Travis Bickle's cab. In "The
Raging Bull" he played a nightclub
manager and in "King Of Comedy"
Scorcese interestingly portrays
the director of the Jerry Langford
show.
The biggest surprise in the
"King Of Comedy" is Sandra Bernhard's remarkable performance as
Masha, Rupert's fanatical cohort.
It is she who gives Rupert the final
nudge he needs to ultimately abduct Jerry Langford. Miss Bernhard is a definite showstealer in
her electrifying animated and
hilarious role. This former night
club comedian from Los Angeles
has no doubt secured her position
as a hot item. It is certain we will
be seeing more of this talented
comic actress.
Most of Scorsese's films deal
with real life situations, often
representing characters not easily
seen in mainstream society.
Scorsese seeks out these elusive
Continued on page 9
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Ingredients For A Great Show
by Jim Moe
Staff Writer
"The Three Musketeers" is a
great show with a talented young
cast backed by a highly experienced production crew. Do not be late
for this show for as soon as the
house lights dim, the action
begins as the Three Musketeers:
Athos, Porthos, and Aramis
(played by George Dvorsky, Clent
Bowers, and Jeffrey Reynolds
respectively) come to life.
The story is based on the novel
"The Three Musketeers" by Alexandre Dumas. This version was
written by adaptor Mark Bramble
and it is also his directorial debut.
He is represented on Broadway as
the author of Barnum, and as the
co-author of the Tony Award winning musical 42nd Street.
Bramble has done it again with
a cast of 25 youthful performers
whose talents include singing,
dancing, and acrobatics all of
which they do so well.

The show begins in a small
French village during the 17th century. The characters are right out
of the history books with Louis the
XIII, Queen Anne, Cardinal
Richelieu and the Duke of Buckingham, who all become tangled in
a scandal over the fidelity of the

Be* Office
Quenn. D'Artagnan who is played
by David Garrison becomes
caught up in this scandal while
trying to become one of the
King's Musketeers. He is told that
the only way in which he can do so
is by performing an act of courage
and valor.

To prove himself he challenges
all of the Three Musketeers to a
duel. The fight does not go as expected and D'Artagan and the
Musketeers end up fighting side
by side against the Cardinal's
Guards. From this point on they
team up together singing a triumphant version of "All For One" as
they embarked on an adventurous
journey from France to England.
This production is the biggest
ever for the Hartman Theatre and
it has attracted some of the most
respected professionals in the
business
including
Choreographer Onna White, who
won an Oscar for her work on the
movie "Oliver," and renowned
fight director B.H. Barry, and Tony
Award wining costume designer
Freddy Wittop, who came out of a
12-year retirement to work on the
show.
These are the ingredients that
make this show great. I recommend it to anyone who likes to
have a good time, and to those
who like to see greatness at work.

Music Dreams Are Made Of
by Mary-Margaret Walsh
Executive Editor
It was like a dream come true
... The Tokyo String Quartet at
Fairfield... Pinch me now so that
I can write this review...
A rare musical treat was given
by the Tokyo String Quartet last
Friday night in the Oak Room. The
world famous quartet graced and
spellbound a packed Oak Room
with a program of diverse and
demanding performances of
Mozart, Shostakovich and
Beethoven.
Perhaps the best quality of this
prestigious and widely acclaimed
quartet is its simplistic, melodic
teamanship. The Tokyo String
Quartet is at ease with itself and
the complexities of classical
music. No one of the four players,

Peter OunDjian, violin; Kikuei
Ikeda, violin; Kazuhide Isomura,
viola; and Sadao Harada, cello,
overpowered one another. Their
phrasing and dynamics were
delightful extensions of their team
performance.
This fifth in a series of Evenings
of Music opened with Mozart's
"Quartet in B-flat Major, K. 458
"Hunt."
The next piece was a depressing and haunting quartet composed by Shostakovich on a trip to
Dresden in 1960. The performance
of Shostakovich, a modern Russian composer would often be
banned by the Russian government for several reasons. The
government felt that his work was
propagandist and furthermore it
captured the true Russian plight
and character. This quartet in particular, No. 8, Op. 110 was played

Mary Smith and Marlene Waradzin (I to r) intently practicing for
concerts with the Chamber Orchestra
[photo by Rose Anne LaBarre]

Chamber Orchestra
by Thomas Sladek
Staff Writer
Yes folks, Fairfield University
does have its very own chamber
orchestra. The group, under the
direction of Dr. Orin Grossman,
practices every Wednesdy evening from 7 to 9. Inquiries are
welcome, "especially string
players," according to Dr.
Grossman. The orchestra has approximately 20 members, including some musicians from the
Fairfield area. The University's
Fine Arts department sponsors
the orchestra, and students
receive one credit per semester
for taking part in the group.
The orchestra has one major
performance a semester, and this
spring's outing will be a joint concert with the Chamber Singers.
The performance will take place
on Wednesday, April 13 at 8 pm in
the Oak Room.
Over the years, .the orchestra
has had an exposure problem; very
few people were aware of the

group's existence, and even fewer
knew about the orchestra's performances.
Nearly everyone in the orchestra echoes the sentiment of
senior concert master and firstviolin player Mary Smith: "I wish
students were more open-minded
about the orchestra and classical
music. At first, I had to drag my
friends to our concerts, but they
really enoyed it."
The orchestra is made up
primarily of students, and according to one musician; "It's a lot of
fun, I've met a lot of different people in the group, and not everyone
is a music or fine arts major."
The orchestra is most deserving
of support from the entire Fairfield
community. And if you are so inclined, dust off that old violin or
oboe that has been hiding in the
close all these years and audition
for the orchestra. It will most surely be a rewarding experience,-not
only, fqr_ yourself,-but. also- -for
those ,w,h.o appreciate fine music.

without any breaks and was
discordant and mournful in its account of the fire bombing of
Dresden.
After intermission, The Evening
of Music continued with
Beethoven's Quartet No. 9 in C
Major, Op. 59, No. 3.
The evening came to an end
after this piece. And like most
good dreams, the audience did not
want to wake up. We could have
listened to the four performers
play on their great marched1
aramatis all night. Ah, this was an
evening of music that dreams are
made of.

Ken Jennings (Planchet; foreground) is pushed aside by (I to r)
Donalyn Petrucci (Constance) and David Garrison (D'Artagnan as
they sing "My Belle" in THE THREE MUSKETEERS.
[photo by Marth Swope]

King Of Comedy
Continued from page 8
personalities and skillfully
presents them in an unglorified
way. However, some people
choose to emulate these figures
and act out their fictitious adventures. John Hinckley's defense
rests on the very premise that his
actions were a direct product of
his infatuation with the character
Travis Bickle in the "Taxi Driver."
There are those who fear the

"King Of Comedy" may induce a
,tedl life abduction of JuJmn> Carson. Aside from an inferred social
statement, I viewed this film as
pure entertainment. Absent is the
sex, violence and technological
hardware that producers find
necessary to insure a picture's
success. The film is thoroughly
enjoyable, and I urge you to bring
yoiir favorite date for an evening
of old fashioned fun.

Just
Ask!
Order any 12" pizza
and get up to 2 free
cups of Pepsi! If you
order a 16" pizza,
you can get up to 4
free cups of Pepsi!
No coupon necessary,
just ask!
Fast, Free Delivery

468 Tunxis Hill Rd.,

367-9956

Our drivers carry less
than $10.00
Limited delivery area.
M980 Domino's Pizza Inc.
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...a timeless symbol of your achievements.
Date: March 31st Thursday & April 14th Thursday
Time: 10:00-4:00; 5:00-6:30
Place: Student Center Lobby Deposit: $20.00
Lowest Gold Prices this year
Also $30.00 added on all high school rings traded in
©Jostens Inc..
Litho USA. 80-33B
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Netmen To Field
Talented Squad
by Richard Swietek
Chief Executive Editor
Next Wednesday will be the first
home outing for the Fairfield
Men's tennis team as they face off
against the University of Rhode
Island.
Afer recent qualifying amongst
the players on the team their
roster and the first six positions
on the team are set. Playing in the
number one spot for the Stags will
be junior Ray Liss who will also
share the co-captain duties with
the number six seed senior Kevin
Cunningham.
In the number two position will
be freshman Rome Lillicraf, with
the number three position being

filled by senior Brian Murphy.
Sophomore Jon Raichelson will be
Ipaying in the fourth spot on the
team and junior Rich O'Keefe will
fill in the fifth slot.
In the first tournament which
was
held
in
Springfield,
Massachusetts, the team was able
to win the consolation match, but
coach Joe Grassi felt the players
had the potential to go all the way.
Coming off a 7-6 record last
spring the team looks solid all the
way through the line-up. As Coach
Grassi stated, "We've got the
players." He went on to say, "By
far it's the best talent we've had.
All we need is confidence and a
killer instinct."

Intramural Volleyball Finals
Dynasty. Say the word and one
immediately thinks of the
Yankees, Celtics, packers, UCLA,
Canadiens and maybe even Linda
Evens. To that list you can now
add this year's Intramural Men's
Volleyball Champions Los
Bellacos. For the past five years
Los Bellacos have dominated
Men's Intramural Volleyball and
this year proved to be no different
as they once again took the crown
in a come from behind victory over
this year's contenders to the
throne Murph's Hogs.
Murph's Hogs were the suprise
team of the Intramural Tournament and they gave Los Bellacos
all they could handle and more.
After splitting the first two
games, an accomplishment in
itself, Murph's Hogs jumped to a
seemingly insumountable 8-1 lead

in the final game. The Hogs seemed to have Los Bellacos out for the
count with the score 14-6 in their
favor with Brian Murphy serving
for the win.
A thunderous slam by Eduardo
Herencia off of a beautiful set by
Miguel Montero tied the game at
fourteen all and signified the
beginning of the end for Murph
and his Hogs. Two points later Los
Bellacos were once again top
dogs.
John Bednarz, Captain of Bench
Galaxy, was very worried at this
point. "This was the first time in
two years that we've trailed in a
match and I didn't know if we
could come back. In the Co-Ed
league you are only as good as
your females and no team has better girls than we do." With that in
mind it seems appropriate that Liz

Sterling was serving when Bench
Galaxy reeled off six straight
points to tie the match at 13 all.
After exchanging serves, the
Galaxians popped in two straight
to put the match in to the third
game, the F.D.A.T.S. were crushed in the final game 15-3.
In the womens' division The Incidents trounced a tough Zac Pac
team two games in row 15-12,15-7.
Erin O'Brien and Sue MacMullen
were the main cogs for The Incidents.
A reminder to anybody who
wants to play in Fairfield's First
Annual Bookstore Basketball
Tournament: Signups end on Monday, April the 4th and the first
games will be played, rain or
shine, on Sunday, April 10th. One
varsity player to a team and only
sixty four teams will be in the
field. Good luck.

READY for SUMMER?
SUMMER SESSION '83

MATTATUCK COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Waterbury, Connecticut
• Modem Air-Conditioned Facilities
• Quality Courses
• Low Cost
• Convenient and Safe Parking
• Set in Rural Atmosphere
Day or Evening Sessions, meet twice weeklyJune 6-July 28
Cost: as low as $101.00 for 3 credit course
(Includes all fees)
Call 575-8011 for our Summer Brochure or write:
Summer Session 1983
Mattatuck Community College
750 Chase Parkway
Waterbury, CT 06708
Fully accredited by the New England Association of
Schools and Colleges, Inc., and licensed by the Connecticut Board of Higher Education.

Make your move with

Jartran JL
• Late model trucks and trailers priced
right tor local and one-way moving
• Aerodynamlcally designed to save gas
• Automatic transmissions, power
steering and brakes
• Easy-hookup trailers
• Moving & packing aids, tow bars

• Free Mover's Guide
• Custom trailer hitches installed at
many locations
• Loading and unloading assistance
available at many locations
• Major credit cards
• 24-hour road service

dESc^Ss^ffldB
FOR ALL RATES AND RESERVATIONS

BRIDGEPORT

371-6233

309 North Ave. ..

FAIRFIELD
1916 Post Rd

Bring your

mug
every tuesday

Fairfield

New! Authoritative!
Easy to Use!
THE RESUME MAP
A quick do-it-yourself guide to the preparation
of job winning Resumes and cover letters!
This guide unfolds the secrets of the professional resume consultants.
With it, you can produce a dynamic resume that will get results!
Please enclose this coupon and full payment; s7.95. We will pay postage
and handling. Thank you.

IQngsmert

pub
12 Main St., Bpt.
Near U.B. Campus

336-2733

Name
Address

Send to:
Personal Marketing Services
P.O. Box 3086
Branford, CT 06405
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Women Earn Respect
by Joe DiPietro
Staff Writer
For some reason, after the Fairfield women's basketball team
lost to Manhattan 70-66 in the
ECAC tournament, I could not
think of a simple eulogy. But then
it came to me that the end of the
Lady Stags' season was not really
a death. Instead, it seemed to be a
bit more upbeat.
There was something special
about this year's squad. They were
a team in the real sense of the
word, a team that did not seem to
be hampered by internal conflicts.
They were a team that seemed
more personal, more magnetic
than any opponent; they responded to their fans and their fans
responded to them. (Did any other
team have fans?) They were a team
that labored through an 8-8 start
amidst wholesale injuries, but
then came together and earned a
berth in the ECAC tournament.
And, although their record of 18-11
was the same as last year's, they
were a team that improved.
Much credit has to go to Coach
Dianne Nolan and her staff. When
the team was 8-8, they got together and agreed on a change in
philosophy, one in which the girls
responded to immediately. At that
point, each individual player seem-

ed to improve her game. Alison
Martinsky was hitting the hook
shots, Kelly Stryker was handling
the ball with confidence, Katrina
Fields was going to the basket
with authority, Carolyn Hodges
was picking everyone's pocket,
and if so little as a hand were free
on a Lady Stag, Liz Sterling would
get her the ball. Chris McGuiness
emerged from obscurity to score
22 points one game. Patrice
Wallace conquered constant knee
problems and performed extremely well as the third guard. Sue Mac
Mullan shot 85% from the foul line
and seniors Teale Stevens, Liz
Pulie, Loretta Goerke, and Linda
Odenwalder all went out in a blaze
of glory.
At the end of the season, Dunn
& Bradstreet named Dianne Nolan
as the Coach of the Year in the
Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference. Nolan did not expect the
award, but was quick to give credit
to the entire Lady Stag program.
"I was very pleased about the
award, but I believe it was a tribute
to the character and the improvement of the coaching staff and
especially the players. This was
one year in my coaching career
when the coaching job did not
seem like a job at all. It was
without a doubt the most en-

9

joyable season I've ever had. The
trips were fun, and even some of
the practices were fun. This year's
team really meshed well and that's
one reason we had such a successful season."
Nolan says she expects even
more from next year's squad. Four
fine recruits have been signed and
are expected to provide battles at
the starting spots. But all of this
year's starters will return and all
the coaches will return and all the
fans will return. And all that happened this year—Katrina Fields'
33 points in one game, Liz Sterling's 13 assists, the wins over St.
Peter's and New Hampshire, the
invitation to the ECAC tournament—and all the respect that
the team has earned this year will
be the impetus for an outstanding
Lady Stag campaign next year.

Lady Stags' Coach Dianne Nolan received the Coach of the Year Award
in the Metro Atlantic Conference. Nolan reflected, "It was without a
doubt the most enjoyable year I've ever had." [Photo by Marie Wininger]

Error Prone Stags 1-6
by Joe DiPietro
Staff Writer
Last season, the Fairfield
baseball team came back from
their Southern trip with some
good tans, but an 0-7 record. This
year's trip was not much different
as the Stags posted a 1-6 record
against East Carolina, North
Carolina, Richmond, and Georgetown.
Although these teams were
good, Fairfield turned out to be
their own toughest opponent. The
Stags committed 20 errors in the
seven games, most of them coming from the middle of the infield.
Of the 55 runs scored off Fairfield
pitching, 14 were unearned.
The Stags dropped the first two
games of the season to East

Carolina by the scores of 13-6 and
8-4. They didn't fare much better
against North Carolina as the Tar
Heels belted the Stags 11-3 and
10-7. Then it was on to the University of Richmond. Fairfield had a
lead much of the game, but Doug
Hofstedt lost a tough game in
relief by the score of 5-4. Dave
Caseria came on in relief and picked up the first win of the season, a
9-6 victory over Georgetown. The
Hoyas then returned the favor by
nipping the Stags 2-0 and ruining
a fine effort by pitcher Keith
D'Amato.
Fairfield hit the ball hard down
South. Joe Charno was 5-for-8 in
the first two games, but was sidelined for the rest of the trip with a
back injury. Another freshman, se-

cond baseman Johnny Martin, led
the squad in hits (10) and batting
average (.333) as well as hitting
his first collegiate home run.
Steve Carlotto and Carm Farese
each batted .292, and Farese led
the team in r.b.i.'s with six.
Fairfield's first games in the
friendly North were scheduled for
this past Tuesday vs. Yale and
tomorrow vs. UConn. These home
games' depend on the condition
of the field. But whatever way you
look at it, the games up north are
going to be much easier than the
ones against East Carolina, North
Carolina, Richmond, and Georgetown. If they hit the ball as hard as
they did down South and get some
reliable pitching, they will be able
to beat teams such as St. John's
and Maine.

BUSINESS
MANAGEMENT POSITIONS
For grads or those within 18 months of graduation
James Cronin sends off a strong forehand during the men's qualifying matches last week. The tennis team will be playing their
home opener against Rhode Island this Wednesday.
[Photo by Marie Wininger]

Mike's
Pizza

OF FAIRFIELD

• TAKE OUT ORDERS
- GRINDERS Special Mikes
Super Pizza
Turnover Pizzas

10% DISCOUNT
W/ F.U. I.D.
FAWniLO

ASK ABOUT OUR 6TH
PIE AT NO CHARGE
OPEN DAILY 11 A.M. TO 11 P.M.
SUNDAY 3 P.M. TO 11 P.M.

255-2292
1 360 POST ROAD, FAIRFIEID
(NEXT TO FAIRFIELD TRADING POST)

Luigi's Restaurant & Pizzeria
Try delicious...
• Shrimp Dinners
• Eggplant Parmigiana
• Chicken Piccata »Lasagna
• Veal Cutlet Parmigiana
And of course, all types of
Italian pasta dishes

IT'fl
•*•

If you are looking for responsibility, take a look at
today's Navy Supply Core. As a Supply Core officer
yOu are the Navy's business manager, specializing
in finance, transportation, inventory control and
other fields of supply logistics. We offer fully paid
training programs with a salary range of $17,800 to
start, to over $28,000 within four years. Other
benefits include:

170 Post Road—259-7816
FULL LIQUOR LICENSE
10% Fairfield University Discount

*Free medical and dental coverage
*Low cost life insurance
* Non-contributory retirement plan
*Tax-free allowances
*Paid post-graduate educational
opportunities
Positions require that you have a superior academic
record, have a BS/BA degree, or be within 18 months
of your degree, be in good health, are less than 34
years old and can pass our aptitude and physical examinations. If you meet these basic requirements,
you may be qualified to be one of the best. For more
information call the Navy Management Programs
Office collect MON-THU, 9 AiVr-2PM.(518) 426-6119.

